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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

During the past year, I have sometimes "been
asked "Just what is the Varsity Outdoor Club?"
Believe me, it was not an easy question to answer;
Waffling, I would reply, "The V.O.C. is special
ized groups such as rock climbers, ski-tourers,
snowshoers, canoeists, downhill-skiers, and moun
taineers, each with its own Ideals and codes.
It
is the broad, nebulous group of hikers and skiers
who like to do a "bit of everything .
Above all,
it is people who like to have fun, whether in a
Crestline during a blizzard, huddled around the
fireplace at Whistler, or Salty-Dogging it at a
party.
This is the common tie that binds us to
gether as V.O.C.ers."
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This year, the Club has been engaged in num
erous controversies.
The relative merits of hutbuilding, trailbuilding and increasing membership
were questioned.
The liquor rule was debated ad
infinitum and generated much feeling.
The cul
mination of the debate in a vote twice in one year
shows how key the alcohol question really is.
The cabin, as always, was also a major source of
controversy.
The coherent, logical, and wellinformed discussion of these problems is the sure
sign of a healthy club.
These issues are Impor
tant and it is fundamental that they be discussed
as much and by as wide a cross-section of members
as possible.
It is only in this way that the
changes that do occur will be in the best interest
of the V.O.C.
The fact that the V.O.C. has continued to be
the keenest, most versatile, and most active club
on campus proves that its attitudes and objectives
are still popular even though some may be criti
cised as being "outdated".
It is to be hoped
i

that, in the future, extremely careful consider
ation is made "before changing any policy of the
club.
As was proven again this year, traditional
events such as Longhike, Cabin parties, Christmas
ski-touring and downhill ski trips, and Sphinx
Camp still go over the biggest.
It is tradition,
more than anything, that makes V.O.C. what it is
today and I hope that in future years this core
of tradition never dies.

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
It is the job of the Journal editor to organize
into legible form the material received from the
many contributors.
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Thanks are due to all those who wrote articles.
We have presented them here as they were given to
us with no changes except for a few misspellings.
Special thanks are due to Wynne Gorman (origi
nal editor) and Moira Lemon, without whom the Journal
would not exist.
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V.O.C. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Fall Reunion Party - September 13,

1971

Ross Beaty's was once again the scene for the
Fall Reunion Party.
Although only a few hardy
souls made use of his swimming pool, everyone en
joyed the get-together to dance the Salty Dog, re
establish acquaintances and talk over their exper
iences from the summer.
Club's Day - October lh,

1971

SUB was successfully climbed from the display
in the plaza even in the pouring rain, and every
one's efforts were well rewarded with membership
increasing substantially over last year to put
V.O.C. over the 300 mark again.
Longhike

T

71 - October 16-17,

1971

About l6o old and new members came to the
Whistler Cabin for longhike - the first ever to
be held at the cabin.
It was a success from the
start, with a delicious supper (fried chicken) and
a V.O.C. first - leftover food.'
Everyone joined
In the dancing and Salty Dog lessons, while the
evening ended with a sing-song lasting well into
the night.
Not to be daunted, everyone rose
early to head out on hikes and climbs to Black
Tusk, Singing Pass, the Chief, and Cheakamus Can
yon.
Hallowe'en Party - October 30-31,

1971

The Cabin almost won first prize for best
costume this year - there were pumpkins and post
ers everywhere.
Fairy Tales and Legendary Heroes
let the imagination go wild, some people even made
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up their own fairy tale.
First prize went to Judy
"Mad Hatter ' Sparks.
There was the traditional
apple-bobbing and sing-song to end the evening.
Although there wasn't enough dinner for everyone,
the cook crew redeemed themselves by making hotcakes for breakfast.
1

Chief Day - November 6,

1971

(see Neil Humphrey)

Kakademon Kloset - November 6,

1971

WowJ for the first time in years it didn't
rain,'
About fifty people crowded into the Kloset
to sing songs, led by six guitars and numerous
kazoos.
Even the shadow show was bigger than
ever, with about twelve people participating.
It
being a Saturday night, the singing didn't end un
til about midnight.
Curling Party - November 27,

1971

Carol Singing Party - December 18,

(see Marvin Currey)
1971

About 50 people met under the mistletoe at
Eric White's to relax between Christmas exams and
Christmas shopping.
Although his mercenary neigh
bours thought we were out only to collect money,
the evening helped to bring everyone into the
Christmas spirit.
Warm food and singing greeted
the carollers on their return, and then everyone
slid home on the snow and Ice to the shouts of
Merry Christmas J
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GRAD NEWS
VIV WEBB and WENDY WATSON:
Europe they have settled down to
Spycher Restaurant in Zermatt.
excitement., decided to break her

Having toured
working at the
WENDY, for added
leg skiing.

NANCY DEAS and PETER MACEK are back after
more than a year of travelling from the British
Isles to the Himalayas,
They were joined by the
ELLIS'S and the KARL RICKER'S in Nepal.
STEVE WHITE is hoofing it around South America.
DAVE PATERSON is in Australia.
KEN LEFEVER and MIKE MILES and WYNNE GORMAN
are heading towards Nepal.
WYNNE GORMAN and JANE DAVIS toured Europe
then WYNNE went to meet KEN and MIKE and JANE re
turned to England and is working as a Nanny.
NORMA KERBY survived a summer in the Arctic
with WLLEN and is working on her Ph.D. at Carleton
University.
LYNNE SIMPSON Is working in Yellowknife..
DAVE ROSENBLUTH is at the University of Carleton or Carleton University.
THE PEARCE'S are living in Waterloo, Ontario
where CAM is working on Grad Studies and GAIL is
teaching.
ALICE and DICK CULBERT plus little HEATHER
are living in Edmonton on the good o l flat prairie.
1
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TAK UEDE Is just back from travelling in
Europe.
MURRAY MCPHAIL is living it up in New Zealand
as a public hero after surviving for almost a week
in a snowcave with the Park Ranger"s wife.
GIDEON SINGER is working in Australia.

LATEST HITCHINGS
CAM PEARCE and GAIL TRETHSWAY
JUSTIN SCHMIDT and DEBBIE WRAGG
JIM CRELLIN and ALISON LAING
JOHN IRELAND and JUDY ECHLIN
WALTER PEACHY and TERRY CORRIVEAU
FRANK BAUMANN and WENDY TAYLOR
VERA ROSENBLUTH and ROBIN HANVELT

k

GOON AWARDS
December 1970

- April

Mike Miles
Wendy Watson
Bill Prescott
Murray Fierhellar
Cam Pearce & Ted Thiessen
Chris Temple
Mike Miles & Fred Thiessen
Jill Bridgeman
Eric White

1971

Cream puff award
Hippy award
Bread, butter and
cheese quiz
Smooth move of the
year
Damn Downhill Winners
Sphinx Sacrifice
Rubber Piton
Hot Dog of the month
award
1971-72 Goon Awarder

Broken Board Award
Ladies, Gentlemen, and honoured guests:
The time has come this evening to give credit
where credit is due, and award to a fellow deserver,
the coveted Broken Board award.
This person, has on various occasions, been
known to shave his shapely ankles, serve a nour
ishing breakfast of popcorn and stale cheese bis
cuits, to the girls in bed.
He has also banged
in a bong so well a crowbar had to he used to get
it out.
One of the famous climbs up Eleven Bolt
Rock took this fearless climber five hours, (it
took Prank Baumann ten minutes).
It gives me
great pleasure to call on Mike Miles, by garil
to have his name added to the board of honors.
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BLACK TUSK MICRO WAVE SITE or...
Where the wind blows - and then by gar she blows a whole bunch more.
Mike Miles

Party:

January 24-25

Roland Burton
Jim Byers
Jane Davis
Sara Golling

Wynne G-orman
Mike Miles (by gar. )
Barry Ttfarod
Bill Prescott
1

On the pretext of taking some permafrost read. ngs for the Geography Department, we were going
to attempt to climb up the Black Tusk Micro Wave
road, cross over to the Black Tusk and then exit
via the Barrier.
After spending the night at the Whistler cabin,
we got a late start up the Micro Wave road (0?:30).
As B.C. Hydro and B.C. Tel. go up the road weeklyit was wr-11 packed and we were able to make fairly
good time.
(There is a 4,000 foot elevation gain
on 7 miles of road - hence this is an easy but
strenuous method of getting to the Black Tusk).
The first group (with two tent flys but no
tents) arrived at the upper Micro Wave site at
3:00 o'clock - and spent a rather uncomfortable
hour and a half waiting for the second group (wind
gusting 30-50 m.p.h. - snow - cloud - etc.) Event
ually Wynney appeared out of a cloud to say that
the second group was going to camp 500 feet lower
down at the first Micro Wave site.
She picked
up a tent and poles and I went down with her to
pick up a tent.
On returning, Roland and I struggled (lit
erally) with the tent while head sherpanies Sara
and Jane brewed yellow jello and soup.
The wind
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then played a sneaky and changed direction 90° so
that our tent site (which had been in the lee of
the Micro Wave site) was now receiving the wind
straight on.
After cursing people who use equip
ment and don't tell the quartermaster that things
such as the cords to tie the fly down are missing we eventually got the tent erected and all our
possessions either tied down or inside.
After
growlies we settled down to the lulling sound of
the tent gently flapping in the wind - (Ger whack; — Ger - whack! etc.), the wind whispering
through the Micro Wave tower (EEEEEEEEEEEE
)
and the roar of a deisel generator churning out
kilowatts 20 feet away (inaudible due to gentle
flappings and whisperings).
All four of us ex
cept Roland, Sara and Jane immediately went to
sleep.
At midnight (the hour when weather gods suf
fering from insomnia are reputed to roam rocky
ridges, girls' outhouses, and the Black Tusk Micro
Wave site) all of us were wakened from a peaceful
sleep (except Sara, Jane and Roland who were still
trying to qualify for the first generalization)
"by the mild disturbance caused by the wind forcing
the tent pole and cloth protector through the top
of the tent (Ger - whap-whap-whap (Gag Gag) Snap-Snap-Snap-whap-whap-whap).
After liberating
a segment of tent pole, shoelace, piece of ensolite, and one mountaineering boot the tent was
again erect (minus a fly and leaning at a rackish
angle) and we all immediately went hack to sleep
(except Sara, Jane and Roland who were.......)
5

After twice replacing the tent pole the sun didn't
rise above a beautiful spring morning (due to
wind, snow and cloud) and we all awoke refershed
and ready to start another day (except Sara, Jane
and Roland who still hadn't got to sleep).
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After a delicious breakfast (someone mis
takenly- brough sawdust instead of instant por
ridge) we were joined by the second expeditionary
force who had spent a pleasant night camped behind
a clump of trees.
(Minor problems had occurred
as the weather gods had attempted to build a snow
drift on top of Jim's side of the tent).
After
taking meteorological readings to see how bad the
weather really was (i.e. taking a fast trip to a
non-existent outhouse), we decided to advance to
the rear and go back down the Micro Wave road.
We arrived at the highway at 1:30 and headed for
Vancouver and a hot shower (?)
Summary:
With good snow and weather and a strong party
it should be possible to do this traverse in a
weekend.
Ben Lens (Box 126*7 Squamish) checks
the B.C. Hydro micro wave site weekly and should
be able to tell you the condition of the road (also
he may be talked into taking a small party up in
his snow-cat).
The Tusk is very impressive from
this side and it would definitely be worth an easy
weekend*s hike to go up in the summer time.
s

P.S* The following scientific theory was proposed
on this trip: The time taken for perma frost to
form is equal to a constant times the temperature
(in degrees Kelvin) squared, divided by the wind
velocity (in. m.p.h.) to the fourth power.
It
is hypothesized that the constant is sex dependant.
This theory must be subjected to further field
tests as it Is based only upon one trip to the non
existent outhouse.
Time=K Temp /Velocity^
2
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MANNING PARK
Peter Jordan

January 23-2U, 1971

This was to be a ski-touring attempt on Mt.
Frosty, but route problems and weather prevented
this.
We got a late start, due to the bad driving
conditions, and we spent the afternoon skinning up
the fire road to the summit of Windy Joe Mountain.
Parties planning this trip should take note that the
map is lousy.
It shows timberline 500 feet lower
than it really is, and also the position of the jeep
road is very approximate.
We descended a short distance and set up camp
in the dense forest 500 feet above timberline.
Next morning It was snowing hard and visibility was
zero, so we skied back down to the highway.
Peter Jordan, Norma Kerby, Eric Kerby, Tom
O'Connor, Delores Dibble.

SINGING PASS
Sara Oliver
Party:

February 19-21,

1971

Paul Starr
Sara Oliver
Rolf Kullak

Rob Brusse
John Frizell
Jim Crellin

Having spent the first two days of mid-term
break working (hai), Rob, John and I took the bus
to the cabin Friday evening.
Rolf and Jim had
gone up the night before, going into Russet Lake
on Friday.
Before we went to bed, Rob woke Paul
up and convinced him that touring into Singing Pass
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would be better than another two days of Yb-Yo
skiing.
Next morning we left the cabin at a very early
hour, just as the skiers who planned to walk to
the top to save lift money were getting up.
We
hiked down to the gondola, deciding to splurge
$3.00 to save time and energy.
We hadn't thought
of all the holidays and so by the time we reached
the top of the T-bar those who had hiked from the
cabin were arriving.
Rob and Paul took a couple
of runs while John and I got organized and answer
ed questions from curious down-hill skiers.
What a super day to be ski-touring -- clear,
sunny, and warm'
We worked our way up each hill
and then fully enjoyed the long (but always too
short) powder runs down the other side.
We
stopped on top of Oboe to eat lunch and admire the
view.
We reached the Himmelsbach Hut in mid-after
noon and were greeted by Rolf, Jim, and hot tea.
They had spent the day digging the outhouse out of
the snow, digging the snow out of the outhouse,
and going up Whirlwind.
After the tea we got settled and started in
on the usual series of drinks -- more tea, coffee,
soup, hot jello, cocoa etc.
For dinner we all
had standard variations of Kraft dinner and strogs.
Except of course, John — always wanting to be
different, he had a steak smothered in mushrooms.
As compensation for this gross over-indulgence,
we told John he could sleep on the upper platform
with the other drip.
(The hut must leak, but we
couldn't find where.)
Next morning we awoke to the sound of friend
ly voices scorning each other out for anything and
everything.
(Such a friendly group.')
The weather
looked awful (socked in and snowing), so why get
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out of a •warm sleeping bag until you have to?
For some' unknown reason, Rolf served us all break
fast in bed — mush and a choice of beverage.
Finally we stopped procrastinating long
enough to pack up and leave.
The beginning of
the Singing Pass trail (once we found it) was
very pleasant - powder snow, mostly downhill,
and surrounded by trees.
But suddenly the trail
narrowed, the trees became closer together, and
instead of snow we were skating on granular ice.
When we finally reached the bottom of the trail,
most of us on foot and carrying our skiis, we were
tired and bruised from falling.
The run down
the road to the garbage dump was a very welcome
change.
While Paul and Rolf went for their cars at
the cabin, we brewed up all the remaining bits
of coffee which, from the comments of the consum
ers, was good only in that it was hot.
To fin
ish the trip we all piled into the Brandywine
Cook House - cold, wet, tired, starving, sun
burned, and happy with our weekend.

BAMFIELD

February 18-21,

Fred Thiessen
Party:

1971

Bill Prescott
Cindy Materi

1971

Fred Thiessen
Moira Lemon

The afternoon of Thursday the l8th saw us
leaving Vancouver for Vancouver Island via the
Horshoe Bay ferry.
Taking note of the road close
ure we left Port Alberni for Bamfield at 6:30 that
night.
After two and a half hours of interpretin
logging road maps we arrived at Bamfield.
11

We set up the tent and. the next morning we
hiked down to Pachena Bay, found the trail, which
is well maintained, then hiked along the trail to
the Pachena Point lighthouse.
At the light we
took pictures, signed our names, admired the view
and scenery, then set off down a somewhat deterior
ated trail to eventually set up camp about three
miles east of the light.
The next day we walked .along the beach looking
for goodies and admiring the local sealife which
is also quite palatable.
In total our beachcombing
yielded four glass balls, a multitude of styrofoam
floats, and a large collection of shells.
On Sunday, as soon as the t - nt was down,
coastal weather returned and It rained all the way
out.
Once at the cars we enjoyed an uneventful
ride out through the magnificent scenery which
MacMillan Bloedel have created.
It was a magnificent trip and I think that
very little has to be brought in the way of food
for any other beach trips, sea life abounds in all
the tidal pools.

OLYMPIC BEACH
February 17-21,

Ellen Woodd

1971

The only way to spend mid-term break is sloth
ing in glorious sunny-hot weather on a phenomenal
beach.
So seven of us put our heads together and
came up with the unanimous decision—Olympic Beach.
Requirements were strict, however, there were to
be absolutely no keeners, food was to be of the
highest caliber (no Krap Dinner), and last but not
least, we decided we would not be nomadic, but
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make a base camp and. move from there.
So we
loaded up with all the necessary items, including
four guitars, and arrived at what was to be our
home for the next four days.
Our daily plans varied from sleeping in 'til
8:00 am to getting up super early (7:^5 am).
Days were spent exploring intertidal pools or just
walking along in bare feet and rolled up jeans.
The evenings were wasted eating and singing beside
a roaring fire.
Nobody had any complaints, ex
cept that we didn*t find very many glass balls.
And contrary to circulating rumours, Paul did not
catch pneumonia although he went for a swim in the
icy Pacific every morning.
Super Sloths (and proud of it)
Jim Byers
Wynne Gorman
Dave Paterson

Wendy Watson
Lil Deas
Ellen Woodd
Paul MacGuigan

NORTH OLYMPIC BEACH TRAVERSE
February 18-21
(mid-term break)

Ross Beaty

Despite two of the four members of the party
sleeping in, we all piled into the Volvo and zoomed
down to the Co-op, then drove off to Olympic Beach.
After the usual flat tire and hassle by the Wash
ington State Police (caution: Watch out for the
tiny hick towns with 25 m.p.h. speed limits - the
cops just love innocent Canadians), we roared (?)
through such towns as Winslow, Port Angeles, Forks
and La Push, and arrived at Rialto Beach at k;00 pm.
We immediately shouldered our packs and, amid clear-
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ing skies (it had been raining,all day), we trek
ked off along the beach.
Three or so miles later,
in complete darkness - only one headlamp between
four people - we decided to have dinner and make
camp, in that order.
The next morning dawned clear and bright.
This remarkable break in the weather was to stay
with us the entire trip.
According to a local
who visited the area several times each winter,
it was "the best weather in twenty years."
Where
else could you walk all day in shorts and T-shirts
in February and not freeze to death?
The next two days were spent walking along
the beach and rocks grooving on the sea stacks,
tombolos, offshore islands, sea caves, tidal pools,
dead rays and miscellaneous garbage that had washed
up on the beach, giant breakers pounding the sandy
beach and not-so-sandy cliffheads, myriad of marine
organisms living in the intertidal zone such as
starfish, clams, mussels, snails, barnacles, and
oysters, and the infinite amount of smaller but
no-less-spectacular goodies.
Creeks were forded,
stupendous three-hour dinners were feasted upon,
relaxing 12-hour sleeps were enjoyed, and nobody
even got wet from the surf.
Quotable quotes in
clude: Chris: Wow, I really dig this scenery!"
Ross: "Golly gee gumdrops, this is just peacheykeen.'" Rob: "Yeah, It's pretty nice alright."
Peter: "I knew this was going to get gross - why
didn't we bring along some girls.'"
M

In any case, we arrived at the north end in
one piece, where we "took it all off", so to speak,
and took turns using one wet suit to go body-surfing
in the breakers.
We then met the rival trip con
sisting of seven other V.O.C.'ers who had stayed
at the north end' instead of doing the traverse,
and swapped tales to the sound of Wendy's (and
Ik

Ellen's and Lil's) guitars.
The trip home Sunday was almost uneventful,
except for our other run-in with the State Police,
and the fact that we were three hours late for the
last ferry leaving Port Townsend, meaning we had
to make a 100 mile detour.
It was, as usual, a fantastic trip.
I hope
it remains an annual event.
Altogether, it's
only about an 18 mile hike on which are located
several overnight shelters.
It would be an ideal
place for a survival trip because of the ample mar
ine food in the area.
Hints for, future hikers
1.
2.
3.
k.
5.
6.

Always carry a tide chart - there are places
over which you can only go at low tide.
Bring bathing suit and towel in case you for
get # 1 .
Bring wet suit in case you don't want to freeze
from #2Carry a ferry schedule.
Carry an extra few dollars to bribe State
Troopers.
Bring lots of food.

Members of trip;

Ross Beaty
Peter Jordan

Rob Gardner
Chris Temple

NEVE
Mid-term break
T

1971

I t s a little known but very important fact
that the weather is always awful for an Open House
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Weekend, but is good for the four-day Mid-terra
break.
Becaust MTB happened only one week after
Open House this year we wondered how this could
be arranged, but it was, sort of...
There were lots of ideas battered about for
this mid-term break weekend, but when the weather
and lack of transport were considered, we had to
reject Baker, Ranier, Mamquam and decided on the
Garibaldi Neve crossover.
At the last minute
Chris McNeill arrived with a truck and so the
four of us, not wishing to do the whiteout scene
from Diamond Head went to the start of the Black
Tusk trail Wednesday night and camped.
During
the night it snowed a couple of inches, and by
the morning we were all a little clammy, to say
the least.
We started up the trail, and at
8:00 am it was still snowing.
During the day as
we gained more altitude, the freezing level also
rose until finally we got above the wet and the
snow stopped sticking to us and melting.
Also
it stopped snowing.
We got to the end of the
lake at 8:00 pm and found the Sphinx hut with no
trouble.
We were quite tired.
Friday: We decided not to cross the Neve
(too tired), so we left the hut late and went up
one of the Glacier Pikes, with a good ski down
after, even for Chris McNeill who'd only started
skiing at Christmas.
Saturday: We got up early and found it was
18° below outside; with the Coleman Catalytic
heater indoors, it didn't even freeze.
We took
off for the Neve, Chris and Andy headed towards
the top of Garibaldi but turned back when short of
time.
Sara and I went looking for our latest
hut.
We found it, one end buried and the other
almost, and we kicked snow out of the way, got in-
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side and made some tea.
We could see a storm on
the horizon and so skied back to Sphinx.
Sunday: We skied out the summer trail and
Rubble Creek Valley and hitchhiked back to Van
couver.

SKYFILOT
March 2 1 ,

Ellen Woodd

1971

Climbing Skypilot in brisk sunny spring weather
seems to be the best way to wrap up the Banquet
weekend.
Up at the top of the ridge the group di
vided into two groups... the Keeners and the Sloths.
The Keeners headed towards the summit and the Sloths
were content to sit in the sun, enjoy the view, and
yak*
The others had not returned by three o'clock
so we decided we had best be on our way down.
Glorious run down, marred only by my wiping out
five minutes from the cars and sticking either my
ice axe or ski tips through my head (how humiliat
ing) and requiring four stitches for my troubles.
The Keeners did not get down 'til close to 11:00 pm
as skiing in the dark slows one down a bit.
But
everything came out OK.
Caught in the chaos were:
Keeners

Sloths

Duncan Etches (L)
Steve White
Marilyn Brown
Charlie Brown
Wynne Gorman
Bob Brusse
Sara Golling
Roland Burton

Wendy Watson
Ellen Woodd
Lil Deas
Dave Whiting
Nora MacGilvary
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SKYPILOT
Sunday, March 21

Sara Gollin;

Sunshine strikes down from a dark rim of trees
and bounces on the crusty snow.
Skis slide, bind
ings squeak.
The people in front leave the road,
heading up a steep slope west of Marmot Creek.
"Hey, don't we usually go up the other side
of the creek?"
"Yeah, well
"
Some people have more trouble, and take their
skis off.
But everyone gets up.
The obvious route traverses a steep sidehill,
We edge fiercely, stabbing poles into the crust.
Steve White slips and clatters down, down.
Duncan
follows suit, and so do I.
Soon a heap of bodies
and equipment is untangled while the uninvolved
practice bum-schussing.
The trail is found and followed without fur
ther incidentIn bright sunshine we reach the
col and look down the other side,
"Hey, there's tracks over there, heading to
ward Ben Lomond.'
See anyone?"
Down the other side, people congregate on a
scenic bump and leave their skis before contin
uing upward.
Only six people want to climb up the rock:
others decide to head back early.
Charlie, Bob
Brusse, Duncan, Roland, Sieve and myself rope up
and begin scrambling.
A 3:30 the sun is fairly
low in the sky and the last pitch is still above
us - glazed with thick, rotten ice.
We retreat.
The gully back down to our skis is now frozen
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solid; earlier, we had kicked steps up it, swel
tering in the heat of reflected sunlight.
It's getting dark; we fumble with our bind
ings and head off.
At the col, it is dark.
We
ski down slowly, cautiously.
ThereTs no moon.
"Does it go up or down over there?"
1

"Are you somebody, or is that a tree,..?'

"Ya gotta 3ook out for these cement cinnamon
buns that*re two feet thick..."
On one side of the valley our skis whisper
through powder, then suddenly grate on ice as we
cross to the other side.
"Bet this is nice when you can see.'"
Back down in the trees, we take our skis off
and flounder through thigh-deep snow, resting oc
casionally.
The road; we stumble back down to
the townsite, where lights glare in the blackness.
At last - the cars.
And a note telling us
to report to the Squamish Police; the others are worried about us.
How touching.
After a joy
ous reunion at the police station, we all go home,
arriving in the wee hours (1:00 am or so).

MT.SHEER AND BEN LOMOHD
Peter Jordan

March

20-21

The open alpine area to the south of Sky Pilot
is an excellent area for ski touring in the early
spring, due to its easy access.
Fred Thiessen,
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Fern Komelson, and I prepared ourselves for an
early start on Saturday by not going to the ban
quet.
We left our car at Mt. Sheer towhsite above
Brittannia Beach, and took the direct route (maxi
mum skinning angle) to Mountain Lake, which we
reached by noon.
From here we climbed Mt. Sheer on the final ridge we had to chop away an ice corn
ice with our ski poles, and we wished we had
brought ice axes.
Next day, from our camp at Mountain Lake, we
climbed Ben Lomond.
This involved a lot of up
and down across the intervening ridges, and the
final peak was climbed on foot.
Our route went
up under the cornices on the north face - this
could have been avalanchy under less ideal snow
conditions.
We waited a while on top for the
slack one-day party to appear on Sky Pilot, and
then we returned to camp and back down to the car.
Good snow conditions skiing down by Utopia Lake
topped off a very successful weekend.

SPHINX
Jennifer Lilburn
I have been persuaded by our fearless leader
to undertake the writing of the Sphinx saga for
our hardy group.
and I left about
7:00.
We arrived about 7:00 pm.
Need I say more?
Yes, because this is being written in a McKinley
by candlelight, at 7j000 feet in Manning Park and
there is a ski boot digging into my side.
Anyway, we walked to the creek and watched
Sheila fall in.
When we got farther up the creek and could
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actually put on our skis, Erich stayed, behind to
address a few words of remonstration to his unco
operative slats.
(Why couldn't he just have said
"come on pigs.'"?
That always works.)
300 yards ahead, we waited for half an hour.
Erich straggled into view with a dead skin broken
at the one truly awkward place you can break them
at the toe loop.
Sheila looked at the situation, sighed, and
went ahead.
Erich resigned himself to accepting
35 negative brownie points.
Mike kept asking in
creasingly savagely as time wore on, "Are you tak
ing notes on all this for the journal article?"
Yeah, sure, yeah.... We caught up with Sheila
farther ahead.
She was by now stopped and calm
ly looking at her blisters.
Words like "bivouac"
began to pop into our gay banter.
We went on.
Mike slogged and thought leader thoughts.
Erich slogged and helped Sheila when her skis
playfully fell off.
I just slogged.
Up at the top of the Barrier, "bivouac" had
reached a maximum cpm in the conversation.
I
kept thinking about how I hated sleeping on a
slant In the rain, and idly wondered why "Kraft
Dinner" to me is always synonymous with Purina Dog
Chow.
At last we got to that stupid lake.
It was
raining.
All the way across a chant went through
my head in time with my stride.
"Sphinx, Sphinx,
bleagh, bleagh, bleagh.'"
I got over the hill and saw tents, skis, hut
no people.
I tottered into the cabin and Baumann
and crew went out to meet the rest of our sodden
21

little group.
Someone gave me a cup of soup and
a wet sock dangled in my face.
Ah, the comforts
of home.
Group:

Mike Miles (l)
Sheila Maclean

Erich Hinze
Jennifer Lilburn

SPHINX GAMP EXCERPTS
Moira Lemon
April l 6 ,

Spring

1971

1971

Ross and Wendy.
Dinner's over, one half of our juicy, ripe,
fresh pineapple is now devoured and the rest is
for tomorrow,
(Jealous. ?)
We haven't started
the heater hut we've managed to warm our feet
and hands enough to stay up for a couple more
hours.
The clouds have rolled in and It's Brrr.'i
cold outside.
We made a leisurely trip in "break
ing through |- inch of powder.' and are now trying
to decide what we'll tackle tomorrow while waiting
for the chopper.
We really are praying for sun
shine - even high clouds.
We've broken one string
on the guitar already before even replacing the
high E made of fishing line, but we fixed it, tuned
it down, and it's sounding good.
(Ross broke it
this time - my luck is changing.')
1

P.S.

Takes class 5 move to get into John's Little
John.
P.P.S. Thanks to Roland for digging out hut en
trance.
No sign of Wolverine.

April 17,

1971

Hot and sunny outside - cold inside, but is
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slowly warming up in here.
Helicopter just ar
rived. - on time, everything in two loads.
Now
comes the job of digging the meat pit after Ross
finishes excavating the outhouse.
Outhouse Is excavated.
Pit is dug....
Finished dinner (complete with pork chops, fresh
pineapple, cherries e t c ) at the fashionable hour
of 10:45 pm. (Sphinx time)
Roland, heater works
great.
It is now about 53 inside and approxi
mately 22 outside.
Nice.....Crashed at 11:30
S.T.
April 22,

1971

Ted, Jo, Ed, Richard
9:30 Fearsome Foursome finally leave the park
ing lot under heavy cloud cover.
Three stops in
first 150 yards for equipment adjustments and
bladder relief, then push on, on, on and on.
Due
to inconspicuous trail markings, push on right past
the switchback turnoffs, and half way up the bar
rier face.
After a relaxing downhill run in
goopy snow, stop for lunch 1: 30 pm and general bit
ching session ("Just think, right now we could be (a) at Whistler, (b) touring California, (c) at
home with a fire 'n a pipe 'etc., etc.) then up the
26 big switchbacks.
22 turns later.
(we counted
wrong, fortunately) off to thrash through the trees
and across the two mini-lakes — and it's now around 6:30.
Estimated arrival time has now been
modified to 9^30, due to general slackness of crew
and frequent stopovers.
Poorly marked trail again
foils our fast-paced schedule on the way to Gari
baldi Lake.
Crossing the ridge before the \ake
gets tricky as the sleathy fingers of eventide
sneak upon the wearied trekkers sidestepping and
slipping and stumbling up the steep slope.
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Through the quickly enveloping envelope of
darkness, the dauntless but dapper foursome downhilled to the lake and skinned across to the first
point.
And now, the dramatic moment of decision,
to go or not to go?
It was dark.
It was cold.
It was a big lake.
Good common sense and lazi
ness overcame any former gung-ho urges and we dug
out a cozy little bedroom behind a tree and built
an ingenious tent of skiis, poles, hay-wire and
one blanket.
Sky clears itself of clouds and
stars are all atwinkle as we cuddle in for the
night.
Have dinner in bed, featuring mountain mix,
tin yogurt, sultana cookies, and one apple, then
off to dreamland with visions of fireplaces and
furnaces dancing in our minds.
So nice to lie
down.'
(10:30 pm)
April 2 3 1971s Open our eyes and look up this
morning to see a very heavy blanket of grey — it
seems only a few feet over our heads.
Golly.'
forgot, it's just Richard's blanket as a tent.
Look out the side to see sparkling white snow and
turquoise sky,
Mmm.'
Almost makes that awful
trek of yesterday worthwhile...After a breakfast
in bed (surprisingly similar to last night's din
ner) bandage a few blisters (does Dettol ever
sting.) click a few pictures and leave by
am,
hoping to make a new time record.
Cabin at 1 0 : 5 0
am - 2 5 hours and 2 0 minutes!!
Gorgeous sun
shine.
Woopee. have all yesterday's dinner to
eat.'!
5

9*00

1

April 2 2 , 1 9 7 1
Night of 22nd, Friday, snowing at Diamond
Head as we slept in some tents and a neat snow
cave provided by Diamond Head.
Saturday - over ^Saddle and three of us took
High Route below Atwell with Fred riding an ava2k

lanche over the cornice off little Diamond Head
about a hundred feet down.
Avalanches under Atwell were not serious, although some years they
might be.
Ski run through the ice fall stuff was
no problem, although location of hut was not ob
vious.
Rest of party arrived about same time via
usual Ring Creek and Big Flat routine.
Jim Byers
and Chris McNeill arrived shortly after to make 12
in hut - no problem.
Sunday - started early - perfect day....
Climbed Garibaldi and Tent and skied from Pringle's
Ridge down all the way for the longest yet route
through Neve and several crevasses unfortunately,
Monday - various people climbed Sphinx, Book
worms, and Guard-Deception Col.
Tuesday - Tomorrow, got to go back to the city
and work.
Too bad.
Oh well, maybe it will rain
or something.
It's really Hell to leave in such
perfect weather
April 26,

1971

Tuesday 9:00 am.
Yells of excitement from
the hill - "Here comes a helicopter.'!'
Sure en
ough - we all heard it and ran outside.
For the
first time we had a social call from the two people
who flew the ranger up to the cabin on the other
side of the lake.
Everyone milled around, fantas
tically excited to see someone from civilization.
Roland - who really does think all the time - per
suaded them to take a bag of garbage back to Van
couver.'
With waves of good-bye from all and wishes
that we could go back home that easily, the heli
copter departed.
Roland and Pat left shortly
afterwards to visit briefly with the ranger on the
way back.
--Jane
1
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April 25,

1971

Since the small group of people who were in
the camp at the time of the arrival of the Neve
party were mostly skiers but very enthusiastic,
we decided to make a combined assault on Castle
Towers.
After a late start we made a quick as
cent to the buttress on the west ridge.
Stevie
had to leave to go to work in Vancouver, so he
left the group before the climb started.
We
started by climbing a class k gendarme which we
thought was part of the buttress (it wasn't) then
followed the steep snow slopes to the summit (west).
The ski down through the trees is very interest
ing.
— T e d , Teresa, Ed, Neil
April 29, 1971
Having spent the day in preparation and coming
back for my skins, I assembled a party to ascend
the Garbage Pile.
Everyone except the leader knew
the way so... all my party had just returned from
some neat cloudy space.
Apart from the fact that no one seemed able
to stay standing on their skis (especially Lil)
you'd not really think that standing on level
ground was so hard, but then there were Chris (God)
and Eric, you see.
To the top and then down.
Some can ski and some can't - especially Bruce
'cause he broke his ski (Brian's ski, rather). We
all got home and then we gave our Sphinx his due
accordances with cinnamon and the wet-type matches.
April 29,

1971

Fred, Frank and Teresa...Headed up for Decep
tion Peaks after a latish start.
The weather was
poor - snowing on top.
The two guys got up to the
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base of the first peak first, then gave me a great
reception with kool-aid and fruit cake.
We climb
ed fifteen of the large peaks and several small
ones.
The most exciting was a finger (class 5-1)
pointing vertically up.
Frank climbed up first,
then F ed, and then me. (still can't believe I
made it). Found out that ice-axe arrests do work.
- the experienced way by falling down a steep snow
slope.
Fred and Frank climbed the last peak while
I headed back to the skis.
Skied down to the
Guard-Deception col in a real white-out.
Arrived
in camp at 8:30 pm and Wendy had a great supper
warming.'
May 1,

1971

The longest Neve crossing is over.
We ar
rived Tues y afternoon in a white-out, and spent
four nights in the hut sitting out the storm.
Three times we went up to the top of the ridge
when it cleared up, but each time it socked in
again before we could see the route, so we went
back and played more hearts.
Rolf always goes
for control, so he always lost (won in her vers
ion.)
We ate all the food, except for the mouldy
bread.
This morning, we figured it would be just
as good to starve in a cold drafty wet tent in the
Icefall as to starve in a cold, drafty, wet cabin,
so we left in a white-out and ho m.p.h. winds.
However, half an hour later it cleared, so here
we are.
May 1,

1971

This is being done by dictation - "Give the
names first: Michael J. Miler, Frank Baumann,
Chris McNeill, and there was Marilyn Rode, Wynne
Gorman was there, Wendy Taylor, Chris Moore, Molra
Lemon, Don Mclnnes, Lil Deas, Eric Hinze, urn, and,
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urn, John Frizzell, Jennifer Lilburn.
Colby, Dave, and Cindy Materi."

Oh, Teresa

"Can you think of anyone else?"
"Jim Byers came back, he quit,"
tation.

end of dic

The Sphinx ascent: of rings about' the sun
and moon, and other phenomena of doubtful symbol
ism.
The weather has been lousy.
We made the
usual cinnamon and fire obesiances to the Sphinx
but the weather got worse.
It rained last night.
Yet, when we woke, there were suggestions of clear
ing.
We could see the Sphinx, the Bookworms,
Phyllis Engine and all - magnifique.'
A trip for
the Sphinx was formed, grew and grew and started
out very late, scattered across the skyline.
As
we passed the Garbage Pile we realized it was go
ing to be fine.
"Comparatively superb", said some
one.
1

We spread out more and more as the ascent got
steeper and some dropped out.
Nine skinned to
the last snow ridge of the Sphinx's back and Frank
led the climbing ascent, kicking steps in the
grungy snow.
Summit 3^30 pm; the Tusk was clear,
the view was fine.
Only Garibaldi had clouds.
We headed down.
"Should we take the sane,
calm way down those rocks," said Frank, "or
should we be insane?"
The consensus was "insane, of course" and
Frank flung himself at the 50+° snow slope.
We
all went leaping,' sliding, rolling down.
Then back to the skis and onto the downhill.
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The yo-yo'ers were ecstatic, the climbers petri
fied, (a neat switch; guess who was terrified on
the climb up.
At the first step up, everything
I learned at rock school two years ago came back.)
"Is everybody ready (cried the starter from
the gate?") and we pushed off.
Fearless Frank had
his Langes and wedeled all the way down, but a good
time was had by all on the steep open slope.
The snow quickly got slushy and we pushed on,
digging the scenery as much as the skiing.
"See
that ring around the sun , said Marilyn who knows
these things, "It means had weather."
11

This brought me to a philosophical impasse.
Rings about the sun are surely an old wives tale,
but as tht. say, some of those old wives were pretty
smart.
Furthermore, you can't disregard the sky
and the sun when you are living under them all day
long.
It seems proper to respect the elements.
w

We came back, stretched out as always, and
met the Neve survivors and a gang of new people
from the Barrier; a total of circa 36 sleeping
here tonight.
When the hut's atmosphere approached satur
ation, I escaped out and was spaced by the night.
Every peak was clear, a touch of sunset was hanging
at the horizon, the moon was high and quarter full.
But it had a ring about it.
I rushed inside.
"Marilyn, what's a ring around the moon mean?"
Lil Deas
moon, weather
brought up on
one agreed it

chanted, "When a ring's about the
bad is coming soon."
Lil was
Jack and Jill magazines.
But every
meant rain.
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However, we did climb the Sphinx and as soon
as we started, the weather improved.
The Sphinx
likes attention, and rewards it.
I rushed outside
again.
Yes I
The handle of the Big Dipper poin
ted directly at the Sphinx.
What better omen?
Take that, old wives.
It's gonna be fine, and
everybody is leaving tomorrow.
P.S. (May 2) It is fine.
Ha.
May 2, 1971
Well here I am Sphinx Camp.
You couldn't
stop my ascent up the Barrier.
Three days of
blizzards and flying snow and white-out didn't
turn me back.
I made two peaks and one col
(Guard and Sphinx).
But the weather has been improving slowly...
and today is perfect.... But as fate would have it
I am due to leave today.
Barrier here I come
down this time thank GawdJ
Thank you all V.O.C.J*
--Don Mclnnes
May 3, 1971
This morning we got a reasonably early start
and were able to walk carrying our skis to the
snout of the glacier.
From there we skinned
straight up without making any switchbacks (hardly
•any) to the Bookworms col.
Beautiful weather,
could see Baker e t c
We started down at the id
eal time and had perfect snow conditions almost
all the way down.
Near the top we passed Chris,
Jennifer and Marilyn, who went on to climb Carr
and ski down in the slush.
More than half way
down we passed Mike, Gary and Murray, who skied
down right after us.
(SlackersJ
only half-way
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up:)
May 6,

1971

Once again we got up at 6:30 for a try at
Price on the way home.
Eric, Murray, Marilyn.
Weather was sunny (absolutely fantastic.')
No one
wants to leave.
There was a 50 m.p.h. wind dur
ing the night which blew tin cans, skis, poles,
doors and windows.
No apparent damage.
Eric, Murray and Marilyn (poor souls) have
left, but not after successfully ascending Price
with Gary and Colleen.
Mike and Pat encounteredsome difficulty on the way up.
Their skins both
broke and they had to stay and fix them.
They
did though manage to make up for lost time, get
ting three-quarters of the way up.
Everyone made
beautiful ski tracks on the way down and Murray
with his (in)faraous non-base, effected several
astounding stops in the middle of his downhill
run.
It is recommended that once at the summit
one does not look in the Woodflbre direction,
which today was completely socked In.

BAD WEATHER ON BAKER
Roland Burton

April

1971

We thought we'd give Baker another try, and
as winter seemed to be hanging around still, we
thought we'd take our skiis.
Saturday morning as
Rolf came to pick us up we noticed that it was
raining and the weather forecast said bad things,
so we tried to think of other things to do, but
without success.
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At the Glacier Ranger Station we saw a group
of about a hundred million people from Vancouver
going to the Kulshan Cabin for an Ice School, so
we tried to think of another route, but "too dan
gerous in this lousy weather."
On the Glacier
Creek Road we were temporarily stopped when we
got to Glacier Creek, where some industrious
American Beavers had dammed the creek and washed
away most of the road.
Rolf got his VW across
(they float, you know), but we were stopped a
mile later by snow.
Around 5:00 pm we were fairly well dried out
from the trip to the Kulshan Cabin and as people
kept arriving, 3 of us decided to take a club
Crestline tent and get away from them all.
It
was blowing fairly hard, and peculiar spherical
snowflakes were falling, rather like hail.
Lightning was striking frequently and apparently
nearby.
We saw a few nice flat tent sites in
the trees but rejected them for not alpine enough,
no view, etc., and finally headed off to the usual
V.O.C. campsite.
Just before the ridge top where
we planned to camp we felt and heard the hiss-zap
of electricity discharging into our packframes
and ski poles, so we quickly got off the ridge
and started digging a tent platform Into the hill
side (fig. 1 ) .
We tied the ridge line to two
skis, then with Fern inside the tent and with an
ice axe at the worst corner, we managed to tie
down the rest of it during a lull in the wind.
By 7:00 pm we were inside, the optimus stove was
going, and growlies were being consumed.
By 8:00 pm we noticed the snow was building
up around the tent, and Dave went out to tie down
one of the tent lines which had come loose.
The
wind continued but the lightning had gone away.
We slept for a while but the wind and the tent
flapping were so loud that sometimes you couldn't
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even talk over it.
By 9*30 the front door was
over half buried and the uphill wall had encroach
ed a foot into our living space.
We decided it
would be necessary to dig out the tent every 2 or
3 hours all night so I went out to dig.
After
about an hour's digging (or so it seemed), we didn't
seem to be appreciably un-buried, just tired, and
the pot I was using to dig with, blew away.
I
came back inside to think.
After 15 minutes of
solid thinking while leaning against the encroach
ing snowbank, we decided we would have to leave and
maybe bivouac in the trees down in the valley.
We rolled up our sleeping bags and gear and passed
the packs in one by one to be filled.
It was now
midnight.
Outside, we dug at the skis and poles,
the ice axe and the tent fly.
We could not get
the tent out from under the snow, so we left it,
with a pair of skis to mark the spot, and started
down by the light of our feeble Lumijet.
Event
ually we got to some trees and set up a bivouac
with the tent fly, ensolites, sleeping bags, and
packs, plus some garbage bags. (fig. h).
We no
ticed that it was much quieter here, and generally
is nicer than in the tent.
We slept.
Dawn came.
First it became light enough to
distinguish black things, t,rees, around us.
Soon
several intermediate shades of gray were visible.
A few minutes later, there were lots of shades of
gray and the packs and ponchos started to show
color, also snow.
I got up to go and see where
we were.
After an hour I got back and woke up
Dave and Fern.
We were ten minutes from the Kulshan Cabin, where we arrived in time for breakfast.
With a borrowed shovel and another pot, and some
help we went back to our "campsite" and recovered
the tent and.skis, then Skied out on the 6" of new
snow, and back to Vancouver.
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Conclusion, or Moral
Ho matter how good your tent is, there are
some places you can't use it.
Where we were
was more suitable for snow caves.
A shovel would
have been good; better than an ice axe.
You can
find an adventure almost anywhere if you are pre
pared to something a little bit stupid.
We didn't
have any arguments or bad feelings at any time dur
ing the whole episode, probably because we discussed
what we were going to do before we did it, and being
a small group, agreed easily.
Roland Burton (l)
Fern Kornelson
Dave Rosenbluth

EXCERPT FROM SPHINX CAMP LOG
MT. DAVIDSON
Paul Starr
Party:

Paul
Neil
Bill
Fred

Tuesday, April 27
Starr
Humphrey
Prescott
Thiessen

Continuing a tradition (?) begun last year,
i.e. travelling far afield from Sphinx Camp - four
hardy souls left for Mt. Davidson in the face of
mounting cloud cover.
It turns out Mt. Davidson is a long, long,
way off.
One starts by going up the corridor to
the Bookworms.
Then if the weather Is good, you
might be able to traverse over Mt. Carr.
However,
we started down to Grey Pass due to low cloud
3h

cover.
From above Grey Pass (just above 7900 ft.)
one can see a high level traverse through steep
slopes that ends just below Davidson.
Picking
one's way up a minor ieefall put us onto the huge
Cheakamus Glacier (roughly the same size as the
Garibaldi Neve) just below the summit pyramid of
Davidson.
It looked fairly slack, but we brought
a rope along anyway.
The going was easy until
just below the summit, cairn, there, about Uo feet
of 5th class blocked our way to the top.
Never
theless, we persevered and made it.
(it would
be interesting to find out how often this peak is
climbed, I doubt more than several times at the
most.)
The trip back wasn't as bad as expected.
Neil's feared steep slopes weren't as bad as he
expected, but we were badly whited out just before
the Bookworms.
It was grim changing to downhill
at the top (ice-feathers on the beard and all that
stuff), and skiing down the corridor in a total
white-out is no joy either (bless those who made
the ski-tracks we followed).
We roared into camp
just before eight pm (a little over twelve hours)
where we absorbed anything which appeared to be
edible.

MANNING PARK
or, how not to get up from a spill
May 8,9,

Sara Golling

1971

We arrived in Manning Park friday night, hop
ped off the bus, and stood staring uncertainly into
the darkness.
A form materialized, a friendly
hippy, and advised us to sleep in an empty building
over there.
He then vanished into the night, and
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we went "over there" to find, the empty building.
1

Luxury.
It was heated, had washrooms, elec
tric lights, and a big flat floor to sleep on.
We were the only occupants, and we slept well un
til the human alarm clock (ate) aroused everybody
else.
And off we strode toward the north, carrying
our wretched skis.
We walked along a little-used
road, switchbacking up the hill.
The sun rose
and beat down, casting strange shadows.
We reach
ed snow.
On with the skis!
And yet upward.
We sweltered, and changed into shorts.
We took
a shortcut, gained some unnecessary altitude, ate
lunch.
"Where are we going, oh fearless leader?"
"Over to Three Brothers, see, here, then may
be ski down this valley and hit the highway, there"
(rustling of maps).
"Oh.

Okay."

The weather was brilliant, and we were all
happy.
Fern and I astounded Mike by climbing up
unnecessary bumps to ski down again, en route.
My skis, the bases of which consisted of thousands
of cracks perpendicular to the edges, were very
slow, downright sticky.
I hit a patch of sticky
snow and they stuck.
I pitched forward, and my
pack drove my head into the snow, face first.
I
muttered to myself and struggled.
Ah, almost up.
1

Crunch.
My knee.
Pain; I yell.
Mike
looks concerned; they all do.
I get my pack off,
sit on it, pack snow around the swelling knee.
Mike feeds me a pink pill which is supposed to stop
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the pain, gently wraps an elastic bandage around my
fat knee, organizes camp.
He also says all sorts
of heroic and ridiculous things about my means of
egress - i.e. that he will fetch a snowmobile, or
carry me on his own back, or have a helicopter
sent in.
I reply with hoots of derision and other
forms of protest, finally ending up with "Let's
see how it feels in the morning."
They carry
me into the tent.
Morning.
The knee supports my weight as long
as it's held perfectly straight.
Mike yells,
"Stubborn damn female." as I depart on foot anyway,
carrying my pack - but not my skis.
Fern has one,
Pat the other; they accompany me.
Kike and Jen
nifer race on out in search of a snowmobile.
On
the way Mike tries to get into the microwave station
without success.
I peg-leg on, very slowly, as
the snow softens.
Lurching is painful.
At last we reach the lookout at the top of the
switchback road; from below the faint buzzing
of a snowmobile comes to our listening ears.
We
wait.
The Invalid sled is loaded with our packs,
and I sit behind the driver clutching my knee
with my free hand.
The packs get buried with snow
in about five minutes, making me happy to be where
I am instead of being sacked out in the sled.
The moral of the story, kiddies, Is this: When
you spill, take the pack off.'..' Knees are strange
ly susceptible to twist injuries, and they take a
long, long time to heal.
Mine bothered me fairly
seriously for the entire summer that followed this
incident, and the fall and part of the winter as
well.
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Besides, I ruined the trip'
Remorse is use
less.
Precautions are better by far.
Party:

Mike Miles (L)
Pat Gibson
Fern Kornelson

Sara Golling
Jennifer Lilburn
Barb Handford

OH CLIMBING M P PROCRASTINATION
AN INTRUSION INTO THE INTERIOR.
Chris McNeill

May

22-2k,

1971

It "was dark, I was perched on the rockslide
below the bluffs, (two miles east of Hedly north
side of the highway).
Traffic noises drifted up
the hillside to my bed on'the rocks above.
I slept,
suddenly from the valley below a different series
of sounds was heard (much louder sounds) - I awoke,
people were below, I had been expecting them since
dusk - it was now 1:30 am.
I made my presence
known to those below - I lit a signal fire to
guide them - I singed my hair and spilt my gas, but
the fire was seen.
After a bit of discussion,
one more hardy than the others (more foolhardy is
likely the term), worked his way up the rockslide
to my bedroom.
(T'was Neil Humphrey hereafter re
ferred to as "dingbat").
I was informed that the
others below were going to spend the night by the
car beside the road.
Dingbat and I b's-ed for a
while then he too went back down by the car.
Once
again I slept.
It was daylight, I awoke, I felt eyes upon me.
Eric White was trying to decide upon a suitably sa
distic manner In which to arouse me - but he had
been cheated, for I quickly arose.
We went down
the slide and made it convenient for the others
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to arise.
They were Kathy B. , Jim Bres, Dingbat,
Judy Sparks, and Wendy G.
We did the necessary things, ate, then looked
at the bluffs above - better let the sun warm them
up a bit first, thus procrastinating we set off to
look at the Indian paintings 3/4 mile east - we
came, we looked at them, we houldered.
Then we
decided that it was time to do some serious climb
ing before we killed ourselves.
We went back to
the bluffs and k rattlesnakes, innumerable wood
ticks, and vast quantities of poison ivy later
we reached the base of the bluffs.
As not all of the people along were climbers,
dingbat and I decided that we would show them about
some easy but neat caverns.
However, we got car
ried away and started at the wrong end of them.
This was not as easy as it had looked.
Wendy and
Judy were forced, coaxed etc., till they could pro
ceed no further.
Then they bluntly refused and
had to be taken via a higher and though easier, a
more exposed route.
Finally everyone had had their
fill of such fun and reclined in the sun.
Dingbat
and myself eventually convinced each other that we
would like to climb "Rollerson's Rut" (a jam crack
conveniently 20 yards away and one lead long).
As neither of us was content to second we both
freed ^ of the route.
Upon looking down at this
point we decided that: A) our gallery was Im
pressed with first our unsafe and incompetent method
of meandering up the crack and second they were im
pressed with our stupidity up to this point.
Ding
bat and I then decided that we were quite high and
perhaps we had best rope up.
After much discussion,
Dingbat led - our gallery fell asleep - he reached
the top.
I started up - the gallery left and went
down for nourishment - another car arrived (Wynne G.
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Sheilia M., Ellen and charge.)
I then reached
the top.
Neil and I started down but we stumbled
upon some really fine steep slabs (south of "Rollerson's Rut") - they proved at least 5-3 and
clean.
Later, after spectacular pendulums by
both of us (both of us at once) we went for food
down below.
As everyone was hot and sweaty, it was unani
mously agreed to go to Judy's cabin on Osoyoos lake
and there go swimming.
We arrived and swam in
the rather refreshing waters.
We ate and did the
usual night things (singing etc.)
The next morn
ing we ate, swam, and left to look at some bluffs
near Oliver.
It was hot - the bluffs looked hot
ter and dirty - Byre's beast broke and was fixed.
Therefore, we decided to head on to Penticton where
we played with boats and lazed in the sun.
We
then visited my house and as it was now late after
noon we intended to head back to the bluffs at Oli
ver but I conned all to come and play on a swing
in my backyard, (two ropes on a tree above a gul
ley) .
All decided this was great fun till Ding
bat was precipitated to the bottom of the gulley
in a heap - thus we decided to leave.
(Dingbat
got a first for this manoeuvre and miraculously was
unhurt.)
We started back to the house, but were
detained by clay banks (these were found to be com
posed of fine clay which would cushion one's des
cent when one was descended into it). We played
and wrestled and grundged in the clay till dusk
then started back to Osoyoos Lake and as it was
dark we were spared the problem of finding an ex
cuse not to climb to Oliver.
We arrived hot, tired, and unbelievably filthy
at Judy's cabin where we gladly went for a bath in
the lake.
We ate, V.O.C.ed and went to bed with
intentions of stopping at either Hedley or Oliver
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"bluffs on the way back to Vancouver,
Needless to say, we arose late and decided
much to our disgust that we wouldn't have the time
to climb at all as we all had to get back to things
etc.
So we stuck around and did nothing (lazed
f>bout for several hours) and departed for Vancouver,
where we would be able to rest after a good weekend
of climbing and mainly procrastinating.

VARGAS ISLAND
Lil Deas
Eric White

May,

1971

For as long as I had known Mike, I had heard
him recount the beauties of Vargas Island.
What
didn't this paradise have?
We had all heard about
this Island, rich in isolated sandy beaches, wild
mink, clam chowder, pounding surf, glass balls,
and last, but by no means least, the finest out
house in the worldT
Sheila, Eric and I decided that the last was
a pretty tall statement, so we joined Mike to check
it out.
Vargas Island, we found, has all of what
Mike said -- and more,' I
Vargas Island is a couple of miles off Tofino
on the West Coast of Vancouver Island.
It is
accessible only by boat, and we didn't have one.
But once we reached the West Coast, we were lucky
enough to borrow a Kanova boat (an incredible lit
tle inflatible boat with the reputation of giving
its passengers very wet butts).
We were forced to spend a couple of days at

Long Beach waiting for the seas to calm.
We
amused ourselves by rescuing pickup trucks from
the tides, eating cheesecake, and putting up and
taking down our tents everyday (hoping that the
weather would clear so that we might be able to
get to Vargas) in our beloved little campsite #67.
The delightful jobs of putting up the wet SuperTent and the Pioneer Pig were labelled "squaw
work" by M.J.M. who proceeded to cook our dinners.
On the last night a group of flat landers took #67
(and our supply of pegs and poles).
Finally, the winds calmed down and we were
able to get away to this Holy Place called Vargas
Island.
We did indeed get our butts wet on our
ride over, but arrived safely at Yarksis -- an
abandoned Indian settlement.
Our arrival at the
island marked the start of a memorable crash course
in shore bird taxonomy.
Long will we remember
the answer to Mike's Inevitable question, "What
flies like a bat out of Hell, six inches off the
water?"
The answer for you uninitiated is, of
course, the pigeon guillemot.
We really caught
onto this and amused ourselves by checking out the
local semi-palmated plovers, red billed oyster
catchers and American Grebes, not to mention the
abundant double crested cormorants.
On the afternoon we arrived, Mike decided
that he would cook us up a feast of home-made clam
chowder.
So we shouldered a couple of shovels
and buckets and trucked around one small headland
to a very sheltered flat beach.
(On the way we
passed the Indian's old funeral island, just off
the shore).
After a few hours, we had filled our
buckets with large horse clams, and we trucked back
to Yarksis to start preparing our feast.
Just as
we were doing this, a friendly local man came along
(he was looking for glass balls) and said that our
k2

clams were probably very toxic since there had
been a red tide three weeks ago.
So our prepar
ations were scrapped (even MJM, the "Golden Gut"
decided that clam chowder would have to wait, and
our clams were donated to the local ecosystem.
The man's boat broke down, so we towed him to To
rino, and were given two fresh cod in thanks.
These more than made up for our initial disap
pointment, and became the focal point of the even
ing's feast.
Mike went to work and with numerous
secret ingredients produced about three gallons of
a truly fine fish chowder.
We all enjoyed a cup
ful of this, hut could handle no more.
Mike's
stomach and pride being what they are, he consumed
about 85$ of it.
That evening, our meal was followed by a sing
song and joke session.
One product of this Intel
lectual activity was to set an old mink trap to
catch the snaffle hounds that lived in our old
house.
The guys masterminded the trap.
They
filled it with bait and set It with the door ingen
iously against the wall.
Our hound would have to
solve a veritable maze to have the honour of'being
caught in our trap.
As it turned out, the trap
went off, but our catch went off too (with the bait
in his mouth).
The next day in grungy weather, we decided to
get a little keen, so we hiked across the Island
to the really spectacular western side.
Wow..'
Long sandy beaches with the surf pounding in.
We were lucky enough to find lots of treasures too like our token glass ball, and about six rusty
steel seine balls.
They're not particularly at
tractive things but Mike assured us that they would
polish up like a hot damn.
We conned Eric (one
of the two local Outward Bound types who needed a
little disciplining), into carrying most of them
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back to Yarksis, along with a bag full of stinging
nettles for dinner.
(Note: Rusty steel balls
stay rusty.
They don't get aesthetically shiny, .
no matter what Mike may tell you).
The next day (finally) was beautiful.
We
decided to pack up our stuff and get shuttled to
a point on the south side of the island known as
Snake and Skeeter Cove (fortunately there were none
of either).
The boat ride over was interesting.
About half way there, we hit some lovely bit swells
and the fuel pump of our outboard motor decided to
self destruct.
So Mike had to hand pump the fuel.
The few times he forgot made life even more inter
esting (note: he now feels fully qualified for a
job as an anaesthetist.' I) But we finally got there and what a beautiful place.
There were sea caves,
bluffs, gorges that were fun to cross when the tide
came In (right Eric?) and one long warm sandy beach
("well-stocked with wench whips" Eric).
Our last night at Vargas was "treat" night.
Sheila shipped up some popcorn.
The amount of
salt she puts on popcorn has to be tasted to be
believed.
The remains of the feast were used to
bait another mink trap.
In the morning, all of
this gourmet delight was gone, but we didn't find
any dehydrated mink, and the streams weren't emp
tied, so we're not sure what happened to the popcorn.
Next day we hopped back into our Wet Butt
Boat, headed for Tofino, Vancouver, and burst in
on the summer meeting at Judy's and freaked every
one out by having four people talk in M.J.M.
English
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BAMFIELD TRIP

Pat Gibson

May 22-24,

^
Twenty eight did
In six cars with
To Horseshoe Bay
To miss the rush

1971

depart Friday eve
great speed
we did leave
we did not foresee.

But hundreds of othersTo board Bennett's fleet we met
So two vehicles pulled sneakies
From upper to lower we went
Played sweet innocent
We edged our way in
What sin for others but not for us
As five cars boarded
Nanaimo - Port Alberni here we come
Law abiding citizens are we
As from Fuzz fire permit we did get.
Near the bewitching hour we met
On a dark gravel road we proceeded
In convoy for better or worse.
With Walter in the lead
And Bob in the rear
We set out in gear
To find our way through the maze
In the dust haze
To Pachena Bay.
In the dark
With yonder wall of lights ablaze
We crashed out on the beach
At one, two, three
To catch forty winks.
We rose to the pounding surf.
Growles et,
Gear scattered,
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Cars resting,
Through Camp Ross,
Across Trestle Bridge,
Up super trailway
Like scattered ants
To lighthouse we proceeded.
Filling our faces
Down the muddy track
To the beach we went.
Tidal Pools....
If I stick my finger in
That funny green thing
Will it bite?
It ate my snail.'
You mean you can eat those things.
I'd rather starve.'
Munch, munch, not bad.
Oops.' almost wiped out.
Zip, boomi anyone for skating?
1

Camp at Michigan Creek...
Claim your sandy lot
Hear a waterfall
Or facing the surf
And set up for
The feast, the coyote circle.
And the sandman hour,
Sunday morn...
The Darling and beyond
Waterfalls, suspension bridge
Lunch, baseball,
Sea caves and Arch,
Tidal pools, surf frollicking,
And on .we went.
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Monday morn...
Discovery and collectors' items
For only those who dare.
A twenty pound torpedo shell
Was found to Bob's delight
Who carried it out with all his might
Slightly exhausted he made it back.
And so did all
To arrive back at Departure Bay
To join the mob heading back this way
A four-five hour wait
We sailed for home to the
Memories of the West Coast Trail.
People:
Terry Corriveau
Mike Jordan
Yum Yee
Yum Yee's brother
Larry Slaughter
Larry Slaughter's brother
Murray Fierheller
Roland Burton
Sara Golling
Valerie Sakaluk
Mike Flood
Dave Paterson
Elvio
•
Judy Eehlin

Pat Gibson (L)
Marg Lucas
Anne Renesse
Faye Fraser
Bob Parent
Bill Hocking
Pat Crowe
Colleen Jervis
Colleen Crosset
Gouin Barford
Rod McLeish
David Lemon
Walter Peachy
John Ireland

AMERICAN GOAT TRIP
Moira Lemon

June

1971

Since canoes were hard to come by without
paying a lot of money and getting out to Port Coquitlam, my original plans of canoeing up Indian
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Arm were cast away and I joined Jim, Wynne, Ellen,
and Fern in their American Goat-Twin Lakes trip.
(This was an A.C.C. scheduled trip).
We took off
Saturday morning with Napoleon seeming to he behav
ing quite well.
Arriving at the border, we were
quickly taken into Immigration when Fern and I were
unable to produce identification.
However, they
allowed us through with a good deal of warnings
about crossing the border prepared with I.D.
We arrived at the Ranger Station and signed
our names with details as to our destination, and
returned to the car.
Finding the road we cruised
a ways up and when Napoleon refused to go any fur
ther we got out and started to hike.
Our packs
hitchhiked a ride to the snowline, not all that
much further ahead.
(The road with no snow goes
right to the Twin Lakes).
The afternoon was spent
hiking into Twin Lakes through heavy snow and ad
miring some Alpine flowers that were making first
attempts to come out.
We got to the Lakes in
late afternoon and set up camp, then decided to
climb Winchester which is just on the border of
the two lakes.
As we were climbing up to the peak
we were treated to views of Baker as it periodic
ally appeared through clouds lying low around it.
On the way up we met two of the A.C.C.ers with
whom we were to be climbing Goat.
They were camped
further down the valley.
At the top of Winches
ter we could see Baker, Goat, American and Canadi
an Border Peaks and countless others.
The view
was really magnificent with the mountains being cov
ered and uncovered by clouds in swift pursuit of
each other.
(The sun shone for most of the day only scattered clouds).
Glissading down a snow gully on our ice-axes
we arrived at camp just as the sun set.
We con
cocted a gourmet dinner and then hit the sack.
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In the morning - which turned out to be
cloudy (l think) we headed off towards Goat by
way of a ridge to the north-west of it.
We got to the top of Nameless Bump on the
ridge and could see from here that the route be
fore us traversed several avalanche slopes, so
deciding to abort the mission rather than have
to do avalanche rescue, we returned and broke
camp.
(The whisky-jacks polished up our left
over mush from the morning).
We hiked back down through the valley to
where we had left the car and coaxed Napoleon to
turn for home.
Stopping in at an A. & W. somewhere between
Aldergrove and Vancouver, we finished off a very
enjoyable and good weekend by drinking a gallon of
root-beer.
Party:

Jim Byers (L)
Wynne Gorman
Fern Kornelsen

CASCADE PASS

OR

Ellen Woodd
Moira Lemon

A SUMMER BUMMER.' 11

LI1 Deas
Starring:

June

1971

Bob Brusse
Kathy Bickerton
Rolf Kullak
Gordon Woodd, who also brought his
sister Ellen, along
Lil Deas (leader)

Everyone having been suitably psyched up about
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going to Cascade Pass, we all elbowed our way into
Rolf's car and headed for Marblemount, Washington,
U.S.A.
It was a rather educational ride—Bob and
Lil started to brush up on their 'hip talk' and
Kath sang some neat songs.
Anyhow, we finally arrived at our campsite
and crashed for the night, or tried to, except
that the Woodd family started on ther unbelievable
comedy routine.
Ask Gordon sometime what s black
and crawls up your leg.
T

Next morning, we drove up the road to the
start of the Cascade Pass trail.
We nearly
freaked at the sight of a huge pile of snow and
trees which had avalanched right across the road.
So, being a bunch of sloths, we decided that start
ing to hike 8 miles from the start of the trail was
too much.
So we headed instead'for Lake Ann, near
Mt. Shuksun.
Freak again—the road hadn't been
cleared beyond 'the lift ticket office at Baker.
However, we shouldered our packs at 4:00 o'clock
in the afternoon, still keen on a 4-hour hike to
Lake Ann.
But pretty soon, we were looking for
the first available campsite.
We chose a spot
about a mile and a half from the' cars, which prob
ably had little class, but was nevertheless de
clared far out.'
We ate a lot of food and decided to sleep,
until Kathy started to tell horror stories about
people getting their legs cut off and Bob began
to have hallucinations.
Next morning, after sleeping in good and late,
the dedicated leader climbed a power pole to
check out for some good things to do for the day,
and was unmercifully pelted with snowballs by the
members of the party.
However, she ignored her
wrath and led the party up an easy snow ridge with
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a far out view of Baker, Shuksun et al.
On the
top of our bump, if you can believe, we settled
down to eat again, and amused ourselves by sleeping
in the sun, combing our hair in the reflection of
Bob's hip sunglasses, skiing on Rolf's shorty skiis,
and talking to a friend of Bob's who makes sleeping
bags from down stolen off the bods of ducks in Stan
ley Park.
Finally having eaten most of our growlies,
and feeling almost keen, we trucked back to camp
and went home.

ARCTIC SUMMER
'Ellen Woodd
I remember thinking how lucky I was to be out
of the city, as the small Cessna sped over the
primeval swamps of the MacKenzie Delta towards the
Richardson mountains, Canoe Lake, and Norma Kerby
in what was to be my home for almost three months
of perpetual daylight, before the cold hand of
winter forced us back to a city existence in early
September.
The plane banked, turned, and gracefully brou
ght the pontoons to the surface of the lake.
Taxi
ing towards the small hut beside the lake, I cast
my eyes around the area I was to live in for the
summer. • The rolling countryside was uninterrupted
by sharp peaks or even anything that would resemble
a mountain.
There were no trees and not even
large slabs of permanent ice that I had somehow ex
pected to be there.
This was truly the barren
lands.
Treeless and mountainless they seemed to
roll on forever.
Stepping out of the plane to
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greet Norma I was met by the swarming black plague
of the arctic..Mosquitoes.
So this was to be home for three months?
From an Initial disappointment, grew a wonder
ment and love for this land and most of all a res
pect and an appreciation of it for what it was.
Norma proved to me that it wasn't barren.
Pro
tected by gullies, or caught in moist areas were
the toughest and most intricate and delicate of
all living things...plants.
For the entire
summer we moved daily recording, observing, and
collecting.
Plants were not the only thing that
dwelled amont us.
Semi-tame ground squirrels
shared our lunches.
Small lemmings scampered
around, about 5,000 migrating caribou passed by
and we had a large grizzly or ten that added a
little more excitement to the already anythingbut-dull life.
I learned a lot of things; like what lone
liness is, what fear is,and what real silence is.
And I realized the insignificance of man, for
even with modern technology and space age science
he still cannot control the seasons, predict the
weather or create living things.
So, thanks Norma, for a chance to work with
you in Canada's last frontier, before the wheels
of progress destroy its delicate balance.
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SUMMER THINGS IN THE SELKIRKS
Fred Thiessen

Rogers Pass-July 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 .

Rolf Kullak
Bob Brusse
Anne Little
Mike Miles
Fred Thiessen
As I was working in Kamloops for part of the
summer, I had hopes of doing some climbing in the
Selkirks during the summer.
This opportunity
came when Rolf, Bob, and Anne decided to go to
Rogers Pass, picking me up as the passed through.
Thursday morning we were off from Kanloops,
we stopped at Revelstoke for breakfast at my par
ents' place then onto the Pass.
Once there we
decided Sir Donald would't go as the weather was
crappy so we decided to go up into the Mt. Hermit,
Swiss peaks group.
We then dumped all our packs
upside down outside the Northlander and freaked
out all the tourists who had never seen real "moun
tain climbers" sort out their gear.
We then left
for the Hermit hut which is 2,000' above the high
way, just below the •'timber line.
That night a long philosophical discussion de
veloped, proceeding into the morn, which subse
quently only left 2 keeners the next morning, Rolf
and I.
Since the weather looked good we decided
to climb Mt. Rogers ( 1 0 , 5 4 6 ' ) .
Well, we almost
climbed it but about 200' below the summit we de
cided to turn back as the weather by that time had
badly deteriorated and it was not advisable to go
further.
So we went down.
Just as we approached
the hut, 3"-00 pm, the slackers were just starting
up to the Tupper Ridge, they had just gotten up.
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Castle Towers

i

Rolf went to the hut to eat while the rest of us
went up to the Tupper Ridge to look at the approach,
and to make great plans for tomorrow.
The great
plans didn't materialize as the weather was really
crappy so we came down, to the Pass.
Since we
had come down early we went hiking around the Illecillewaet Glacier for a while.
By the time we
had come hack, Sue Bodie was off work so all of
us including a friend of Sue's piled Into Rolf's
car to go swimming at Albert Canyon.
The next morning we were rudely awakened by
the three bears who cleaned up our pots and even
were in the process of coming in the tents to
sleep with us until we scared them away.
We then
ate breakfast and were then on our way to Kamloops, and then Vancouver.

MT. SEDGEWICK
July 1-3,

Dave Whiting

1971

On July 1, Jim Byers, Pat Gibson, Dave Whiting,
Fern Kornelsen, Dave Lemon and John Halliday set
off for the Woodfibre area.
Our plan was to climb
Mt. Sedgewick, then traverse across into the Tanta
lus Range and Lake Lovelywater, and down the trail
to Squamish.
Although it was raining at Woodfibre
the weather soon cleared up and we put on our shorts.
It was the first time we had seen sunshine in
weeks.
From Woodfibre we climbed steadily up a good
road until we reached the trail to Henryette Lake.
Arriving at the Lake at lunchtime we were surprised
to find it still frozen.(at only 2800' .'.') As
we climbed up the trail towards Mt. Roderick the
snow increased so that our campsite that night,
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was on 10' of snow.
it was July.

We could not believe that

1

Next morning we broke camp, strolled over
the hill known as Roderick and started to climb
the ridge to Sedgewick.
We found the snow slopes
too hard for climbing, without crampons, so we
spent a leisurely hour lying in the sun looking
at maps and dozing.
With the snow softer we set
off again and were on the summit at three o'clock.
It was a beautiful day and the view was tre
mendous.
We could see Garibaldi, Baker, Pt. Grey,
Vancouver Island and Jervis Inlet, and for the
first time our proposed route to Lake Lovelywater.
We saw that the snow conditions were not good and
we did not have the equipment or the experience to
go on any further.
Although a little disappointed, we were amused
by the notebook that was in the cairn.
After
spending an hour in fits of laughter writing insane
comments into the notebook, we picked up our packs
and retraced our steps to our campsite of the pre
vious night.
Next morning we ran down the snow slopes to
Henriette Lake and were back at the ferry by
three o'clock.
Although we had not reached our objective,
It was still a most enjoyable and worthwhile trip.
To cross from Sedgewick to Lovelywater is feasible
and has been done before at this time of year.
We were turned back because we weren't carrying
crampons, the snow was avalanching and the general
experience of the party was not up to it this year.
Footnote:

A one-way trip on the Woodfibre ferry
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(Garibaldi Two) costs 50j£, whereas a book of 15
(repeat fifteen) tickets cost only $2.00.

JAMES TUFJTO, ALMOST

July 17 and 18

Sara Golling

Saturday morning revealed four groggy people
bucketing up the Squamish highway in a W bus.
The bus had to be abandoned by Green River because
of large heaps of gravel all over the logging road,
and great ungainly machines which probably put the
gravel there.
The trail is steep.
Soaking with sweat
(although the sun hasn't hit us y e t ) , I cling to
a tree and haul myself up.
We are thirsty.
Some idiot (one of us) siad
there was water along the trail, but there isn't.
Just mosquitoes, to keep us moving fast enough to
keep us thrashed enough and thirsty enough not to
want to move at all.
Finally water.
But the mosquitoes are so
thick we can hardly stay still long enough to drink.
Still later - snow patches.
The party sep
arates - Tom and Roland are heading up a gully to
the right.
Bob and I are following bits of flag
ging.
We arrive at the cabin about half an hour
before Tom and Rol, who got hung up on some steep
bits.
We drink, eat, and flake out in the noon
day sun.
Eventually we revive, and decide to head up
the glacier.
We haven't crampons, so we step
carefully on the naked glacier, looking down blue
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depths of crevasses, glittering with streams.
An icy katabatic wind keeps us cool.
Slog, slog,
slog.
Unrope.
Slog -some more.
What's this?
We are at the Wedge - Weart col, and here before
us in the snow is a veritable highway, five feet
wide, trampled down by goats' hoofs.
It points
at an impressive peak in the distance, which
Roland identifies as James Turner.
Roland hank
ers after climbing James Turner.
No one objects
very strongly, as long as we do it the next day.
Here, there are flat rocks to sleep on, to cook
on.
The Alpenglow is fantastic: the sky burns un
earthly colors, clouds turn to fire, the vanished
sun sends evenly-spaced rays up the western sky.
A purple rim of shadow in the east rises, and cold
brilliant fire begins to glimmer above us.
The
stars are huge, colourful, pulsing, hypnotic.
How
can a person sleep, with all this going on?
The
mountains have taken on a mystical quality, and
they breathe, brooding near us.
Morning, or nearly.
Is it dawn beginning,
or just the pale moonlight deveiving us?
We
stir.
The mountains withdraw their presence and
become rock and snow again.
In the almost-light
we leave camp and plunge down a crusted snow slope
to the glacier below.
Across it slog, slog, and
angle up the bump on the other side, slog, slog,
slog.
"Hey we've gone too high."
"I thought we
were going too low."
1

"We're supposed to go down there and around."
"Why don't we just go up here, and over?"
"It's a long way down there."
"Here's a crevasse, let's go around it."
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"Well, we'll go up and take a look,"
We go up, then over and down, crossing a
slope littered heavily with avalanche debris.
"See that ramp that seems to lead right onto
Ringerpost Ridge?
Whattayabet it doesn't?"
"Well, let's go look."
We decide it's easier to
look from the side.
"That steep part with cre
vasses all over it looks possible.
"Zou mean on the other side of that avalanche
debris, under the cornice?"
"Yup."

Sure enough, the ramp was an arete.
We con
gratulate ourselves for not having gone up it.
We
corss the avalanche slope in some haste, then kick
steps, carefully zig-zagging around crevasses.
Some annoying little animal has left tracks in un
safe places.
There, the face.'
Oh, my, isn't it ugly.
We
pick a steep snow gully, still firm, and kick steps.
Onto some rock; it's rotten.
The mountain is one
mass of badly-poised slabs.
Can't use rope.
Scramble, very carefully.
Boulders teeter, grat
ing against each other.
Finally we reach the ridge,
a more solid spine of rock, and scramble along it.
Roland goes ahead to investigate, gets into an un
comfortable position, gets out of it again; the
rest of us resume breathing.
We need to use rope for the last fifty feet;
it will take time.
We don't have time; Tom has
to be back in town tonight.
Regretfully, we start back.
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"I think I'll work my way down, guys - my
knee's hugging me."
Moments later, a yell from
above: "SARAJ ROCK.' IV
I look up; sure enough,
there's a piano and some washtubs hounding down
at me.
I look around, leap uphill some eight
feet, and stick my head under the edge of a stat
ionary lump while the other rocks smash down near
by, setting more off, splintering and bouncing
wiping out all our tracks in the snow gully.
It stops.
I move, to make sure I'm still
there, and suggest that they let me get under a
ledge before sending any more down.
Crouching
under the ledge, I stare at a little clump of
flowers while more boulders go smashing and spin
ning past.
My only worry Is that they might
dislodge the ones I'm hiding under.
Bob joins
me, and we wait out a few more.
The snow in the gully is slush now, so we
belay each other down, then trot away, liberated
from the rope and from falling rock.
It's a long walk back.
Down the icefall
we avoid the avalanche slope this time.
A creek;
we detour and drink.
A small plane wings by:
"That can't be Bill Tupper.
For one thing, he's
several hundred feet above the ground."'
Slog, slog, slog, slog.
Back to camp, pick
it all up.
Down to the lake, which has magically
broken up since we saw it yesterday.
Down to the
bush, the trail.
Oh sore feet, sore knee, sore
feet, sore feet!
I hobble.
The creek has risen,
and we do a variety of delicate balancing acts on
small branches to get across.
Logging road, damn
you, sore feet.
OW.
Walking is a helluva thing
to do.
(Moan).
At Tom's bus, the exquisite tort
ure of removing boots.
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GARIBALDI VIA BROHM, ALSO SPHINX
Friday evening saw us leaving Vancouver in a
few crowded cars which soon gave up the struggle
on the dirt road up Brohm Ridge.
Around 2000
or 3000 feet elevation we started walking, and
camped in various places between patches of snow
quite near the junction of the main lift and the
other lift (both not complete and apparently
abandoned).
The next day our route took us up the long
picturesque Brohm Ridge and across the glacier im
mediately NW of Garibaldi, thence up the "Ice Cream
Cone", steep, and to the crevasse and bergschrund
problem, which took a couple of hours to get around
with our large party.
It looked as though the ere
vasse might have become impassible if we had been
a few weeks later.
The trip down was also rather
tedious until after the crevasse, where we split up
Six of us went across the Neve Proper and east of
the Shark's Fin, across the Warren Glacier and
down the Sentinel Glacier to visit Peter Jordan,
another V.O.C. member working for the Glaciological Survey.
He was standing in a stream up to
his waist, measuring flow rate.
When he had fin
ished this, he took us to Sphinx in his boat,
where we spent the rest of the day and most of the
next cleaning up after a wolverine which had been
inhabiting our hut.
When Peter came with the
boat, around noon, the hut was "the cleanest it
had been since it was built."
As the civilized end of the lake we talked
with the Ranger and he promised to take our three
year supply of tin cans away in his boat and bring
us an incenerator.
We then ran down the summer
trail, making loud clanking sounds with our ice
axes and passing several million hikers, or so it
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seemed
The rest of the group, which we had left at the
crevasse Saturday, camped on Brohm Ridge again that
night, and arrived back in Vancouver Sunday noon.
This would appear to be the easiest way to
climb Garibaldi, short of helicopter.
Bob Brusse (L)
Cam & Gail Pearce,
Sara Golling,
Sheila MacLean,
Dave Rosenbluth,
Barry Narod,
Carol,
Cherry Trethewey

Ian Running Shoes
John Prizell,
Fern Kornelsen,
Christy Shaw,
Pat Gibson
Jim Byers,
Maybe others.

Trip report by Roland Burton.

PERLEY ROCK AND CHEOPS MOUNTAIN
Fred Thiessen
Since I had the opportunity to work in Revelstoke for July and August and Sue Bodie was working
at the Northlander, we decided we should do some
thing, sometime.
This sometime turned out to he
the middle August and the something was Perley
Rock and Cheops Mountain.
On Saturday Sue....and
I drove down to the Illecillewaet camp ground and
started on the trail.
The only problem turned
out to he Sue's boot which developed the flapping
sole syndrome, however this was soon fixed by using
wire.
Once at Perley Rock (7908) we a&nired the
view of the Illecillewaet Neve and the general
Roger's Pass area.
The descent was rapid as the
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trail is extremely steep and the weather was hot.
The next day we decided to climb Cheops
(8516) which is small and easy compared to some
of the mountains around.
Anyway, we went up to
Balu Pass from the Northlander and then went u
the back, which is the easiest way as the whole
mountain is rotten.
At the top, the view is su
perb.
Cheops is in the middle by itself and just
surrounded by mountains.
Unfortunately, forest
fires were burning all over which obscured our view
somewhat but one could still see reasonably well.
The way down proved interesting as it is steep grass
slopes which were quite slippery and the traction
isn't too good.
We then walked down the way we
came, ate and then hitched to Revelstoke.
5

It co ild be mentioned that if one wants to
stay for free at the Northlander, there is an old
abandoned ski-tow shack behind and up the hill
from the hotel which is a good place to stay, and
no one seems to mind if you use the Northlander's
washrooms etc., it's cheap.

MT. RAINIER
Marilyn Brown (Part I)
Wynne Gorman

Ross Beaty (Part II)
Mike Free
July 31-August 2

This year's Rainier expedition suffered from
the severe competition of a Garibaldi group-in on
the same weekend and from the fact that only the
slack, the unemployed and civil servants-had Mon
day off.
The horde having thus been weeded out,
Part I set out Saturday morning to meet Part II
at Paradise, since Part II was working south of
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Rainier neat Mt. St. Helens.
The trip to Camp
Muir was hot and uneventful except that Part I
carried the heavier packs.
No sooner had tentsites been chosen than someone discovered that
the Cult of the Western Bathroom had reached Camp
Muir - the outhouse is now heated, lit, and con
tains one flush biffy-airline, chemical type.
No
hot running water, yet.
Early to rise, we went
early to bed.
The guided party woke us up at
12:30 am as it clattered out of camp followed
closely by several independent ropes.
Being the
last rope out of camp at 1:30 we made the mis
take of not giving the alligator at least two
hours head start, and we would up being the tail
of the beast.
This meant standing around waiting
in the dark, cold and rain for some ho people to
get their hehinds In gear.
The alligator drivers
(Mt. Rainier super-guides) appeared unable to make
the thing go any faster and unable to pass be
cause of darkness and steep terrain, we were temp
ted to give up in disgust.
However, just after
dawn we reached a rest stop where we took advant
age of passing all but one party.
By this time
the rain squalls had passed but we could see that
the summit was still shrouded In cumulonimbus
clouds.
Encountering no technical problems we
reached the crater rim by 8:30, where the 15 temp
erature, and 60-70 m.p.h, winds made things some
what unpleasant.
We did manage to drag ourselves
to register rock and Columbia Crest where the
clouds lifted long enough to give us a view of
the valley fog below.
Now Ross and Mike, who
were minimally clothed, were beginning to chill,
so we decided to get the heck off the top and out
of the wind.
Descent to camp was also un-technical, and un
eventful but for a few nearly dead snowbridges and
dicey crevasses.
Reaching camp about 12:^5 we all
Immediately went back to bed, to continue our inter-
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rupted night's sleep.
This was not to be, however,
as a U.S. Army helicopter kept flapping around
on a mission to remove the body of an unfortunate
climber from a crevasse on the Emmens Glacier.
So we gave up after a short rest, where everyone
congratulated Mike on his first climb, and packed
down to Paradise.
Prom there Part II headed back
to the summer job and Part I flaked out in the
nearest campsite.
Part I got up late the next
morning and had a leisurely sightseeing drive back
to Vancouver.
Three days dows make the trip much
less of a long, tiring gronch) I

CLIMBS NEAR PLACE GLACIER
July and August, 1971

Peter Jord^a

While working this summer, I had the chance
to visit Place Glacier several times during survey
ing and glaciological operations.
The peaks around
Place Glacier are not too challenging, but they are
high, and give good views of the mountains to the
north and east.
During the long hot spell this summer, we
climbed most of the mountains around the glacier.
Of special interest were the second ascents of two
8000 ft. peaks above Joffre Creek.
From them, we
had an excellent view of the Cayoosh Range and the
Mt. Matier (Anniversary Pk.) massif.
They are the
two prominent peaks visible looking up Eight Mile
Creek from the highway about k miles past Birken.
We also climbed the ridge ("Cirque Ridge",
8200 ft.) above the glacier.
This is a very
steep, rotten ridge of metasedimentary rocks,
which is the home of many goats and ptarmigan.
The north-east•side drops off in incredible vert-
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ical cliffs, and the north end ("Gates Peak",
7800 ft.) is a good viewpoint for Anderson Lake
and the valley at Birken.
The "trail" into P'..ace Glacier is only 3 miles
long on the map, but it climbs 4500 feet straight
up, and the last few hundred feet are class 3 on
rock.
Not wanting to go back over this for the
n'th time, Dave Gray and I decided to do a traverse
to Spetch Creek.
The first two miles were across
the glacier to the 8000 foot col at its head.
From here, we dropped south down a beautiful, meadowed valley, and over a low, pine-clad ridge to
the group of five lakes at the head of Spetch
Creek.
These lakes are extremely beautiful;
they are a glacial green in colour and lie at the
foot of the precipitous north face of Saxifrage
Peak.
Approach by the valley below is not recom
mended because of slide alder, etc.
We roped up
and ascended the glacier above the lakes to the
7500 ft. col behind Saxifrage Pk. and descended
to the small lake to the sourth, which drains into
Lillooet Lake.
Here, after a very long day, we
camped without tent or foamies on the only snowfree patch of ground by the lakeshore.
We felt
too slothful to climb the peak, (830O ft., first
climbed in 1970 by a V.O.C, party).
Next morn
ing, we bush-whacked about a mile to reach the
good horse trail which leads down to Spetch Creek,
and the 1Q0 heat of the Birkenhead valley.
C

VISITING PETER
Summer 1971

Fern Kornelson
. Sara Golling

Having recouperated nicely from the Misty Ice
fields, I decided to go visit Peter Jordan at Senti-
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nel and tell him all about it.
Fern and I left
Vancouver, hitching, friday afternoon and hiked
up the Barrier Trail.
Snow,
There was still a lot of it.
We
pitched the Crestline under a tree above Lesser
Garibaldi Lake, and listened to the rain patter
down.
In the morning we slept in, not having
watches, and didn't reach the Ranger Station un
til about 11:00.
The ranger (Victor) was quite
alarmed at the prospect of two females finding
their way over to Sentinel, and began spewing dire
warnings at us.
Eventually he extracted from us
a promise to return the same way instead of going
out via Culliton Creek, as we had planned.
It
was 12:30 before we escaped.
The Ir'ke over to Sentinel was enjoyable and
easy, in spite of rapid switches from rain and fog
and wind, to glimpses of blue sky.
Up to 6,000'
on the flanks of Price, down to Table Bay, up again
to the bench north of the Table, then down some ava
lanche gullies to Sentinel, just in time for a su
perbly cooked dinner with Peter and Dave.
By now we were kicking ourselves for promising
Victor anything, because snow conditions were ideal
for going out via Culliton.
However, Peter took
us over to Sphinx, where a pebble tossed on the
roof of the hut elicited fierce snarlings and
crashings from within.
We decided not to enter.
Wolverines aren't good hosts.
From there we bat
tled the ice flows around the lake, and gave up
about half a mile from the ranger station.
Back
down the trail to hitch home; and who should give
us a ride but Karl Ricker and Jim Tupper, after
their unsuccessful search for the Wedgemont Lake
trail.
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TENQUILLE LAKE
August 7/8,

R. Burton

1971

Again we used the old weekend extending trick,
leaving Vancouver FIrday night.
After re-group
ing in Downtown Pemberton, we got back into the
cars and drove to the bridge across the muddy Lilloet River, and camped there.
Next morning we
were awakened by the familiar crowing of mosquitoes
and after a reasonably disorganized .breakfast we
set off up the Tenquille Lake Trail.
There were
several cars and trucks parked around the start of
the trail, and a great deal of clothing strewn
along the trail, as if it had been discarded by
hot people, or an orgy, or something.
We arrived a the pass above Tenquille Lake
at noon and decided, during a leisurely lunch, not
to go the quarter mile further to the lake, but to
climb the 8100 ft. mountain to the North of us.
Later the locals told us that this is Mount Goat.
This was done, following a not very direct route
up some waterfalls, and returning along the ridge
to the West.
After supper, we went to bed, as
many of us found the day's climbing, from 800 ft
to 8,100 ft, and then some, quite tiring.
Besides
it got dark.
Again we slept under the stars,
which, please note, was the fourth consecutive week
end this was possible (after James Turner, Hozameen and Garibaldi).
Sunday we set off to explore some mine work
ings which we had seen from Goat. Some of us
ended up climbing Mt. Coppermine, while others re
sisted the temptation successfully and instead went
to talk to some horses by the Lake.
The trail
back to the cars was rather hot, but we found that
soaking our clothes in the several streams crossing
the trail made it bearable.
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Of course the alpine flowers were all out in
their considerable glory, you tend to take them
for granted after a while.
There were quite a
few people at the Lake, specially considering
that it is not a Public Park.
We can probably
expect more people there in the future, as it is
an easily accessible alpine area.
Dave Rosenbluth (L)
Moira Lemon,
Wendy Taylor,
Bill Hocking,
Sara Golling

Justin & Debbie Schmitt,
Sheila MacLean,
Dave Malm
Bob Erusse,
Roland Burton

THE OLD SETTLER.

(6694 ft. by map)
August 1 3 l 4 ,

Marilyn Brown

5

1971

Since Charlie was "bushed" for the summer with
a mineral exploration company working In the Old
Settler area, it was a perfect opportunity to make
a try for the third recorded ascent of this impres
sive-looking rock peak.
The summer before, when
all three of us had worked in the area, the peak
had been scrutinized from ail sides in the course
of thrashing through devil's club and helicoptering
in and out of various fly camps.
It was decided
that the easiest approach was along Talc Creek as
far as the road went, then up a trail newly cut by
the crews to a company on a lake south of the peak.
Consequently, a company truck picked us up at
Harrison Hot Springs on Friday evening.
We spent
the night at the mining camp and after a hearty
breakfast courtesy of Steve, the cook, we bounced
off up the road (l think it was a road) in a
thrashed pick-up with the rest of the crew.
Char-
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lie accompanies Duncan and me to the hut. then
wandered off to work farther back down the trail.
Meantime, Duncan and I made ourselves comfy, got
the heater going (a rough trip this) and began pre
paring a gourmet meal on the two-burner propane
stove.
The next morning dawned pink and promising.
It was still reasonably ea,rly when Duncan and I
reached the eastern-most col above the scree and
spied Charlie rapidly catching us up.
He explain
ed that the woods were tinder dry, halting all work
in the forests and consequently giving him the day
off.
At this point we had reached the rock and
found it solid, pleasant, class 3-4 climbing with a
handhold materialising always where you needed one.
We climbed the smaller peaks from east to west and
finally reached the summit - which was complete with
cairn.
Here we indulged in lunch and gawking at
the scenery for a warm midday hour.
Finally we
scratched our initials and the date on an empty
film can, stuck it in the cairn, and headed off,
still west.
Being lazy, we took one long rappel
from a block which brought us hack to a screefilled gully.
This was a little loose but easily
followed right back down to the lake.
Back at
the hut we packed up and headed for the road and
a waiting truck, ending a successful trip.
N.B.
We are indebted to the Company for supplying trans
portation (return), accommodation, breakfast, a
trail, hut (heated), dinner, good weather, etc.
etc.
Party:
Charlie and Marilyn Brown,
Duncan Etches
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SKIHIST
August 27-31,

Sara Golling

1971

At summer's end. Fern Kornelsen and I decid
ed to go find Skihist Mountain (9,6oO*) and climb
it.
Neither of us had ever been into the area
before, so the morning of the 27th (Saturday)
found us in the Ranger Station at Hope, seeking
information about roads, trails, where to cross
the F'^aser—But all the man could tell us was
that there was a fire in the area, we probably
couldn't get in there anyway, and we should go
someplace where it wouldn't be so easy to get
lost.
Teeth bared politely, we left.
We hitched a ride to a place called Siska,
where the CP and CN trade sides of the Fraser.
Hotfooted it across the railroad bridge and
through the tunnel on the other side.
Freedom—
we were on our own.'
Adventure." and pain.
Those packs were hea-vee.
Then, four miles of
trekking, hypnotized by the tracks and the August
heat.
At one point we stepped off for a freight
train, and a man grinning from the cab threw a
little pop-top can at us; not beer, but icecold pasturized water.
We finally reached Kwoiek Creek, and found
much evidence of an active logging operation, with
a road going in the right direction.
When we had
followed it for a mile or so, through singed and
smoking country, a pick-up truck came rattling
along and responded to our eager signals.
The
man asked things like, - aren't you afraid of
getting lost, or meeting bears?
(Nope)
How
will you find this mountain anyway?
(Well, we
have this map.,.)
He told us that there were
some prospectors in the area, with horses; and
that Kwoiek is pronounced "Ky-eek".
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He took us right to the end. of the road,
almost a mile past Kwoiek Lake.
Since we were
now at least one full day ahead of schedule, we
sat relaxing in the shade of tall trees for a long,
somewhat late lunch-stop.
Then, into that brush,
straight up the hill.
We bushwhacked uphill for
the rest of the day,fighting off a plague of
biting flies.
Dusk found us altering the contours
of the hillside, to avoid losing any altitude
while sleeping.
Sunday morning, we struggled through mush and
brush, in that order. Onward.
Upward:
(Does
this hill ever end?)
When we did reach the ridge,
we found—blue flagging.
A trail, with horse
tracks.
It seemed to go where we wanted to go,
so we followed it through the woods and up across
beautiful alpine meadows overlooking chains of
silt-green lakes in the valley to the south, and
peaks rising sharply on the other side; Kwoiek
Needle, Tachewana, Kumkan, Haynon, Kwoiek P e a k —
and a long series of high, gently rolling glaciers
that look ideal for ski-touring.
Across the val
ley to the north, a barren, scabby ridge stretches
for miles.
We left the trail to follow the rocky spine
of our ridge, and had lunch on its high point,
at 7,200'.
Later we picked up the trail again
and followed it down to Blue Lake, at 6 , 1 0 0 ' ; a
clear, teal-blue lake enclosed on three sides by
steep ridges.
Monday morning we picked our way across Talus
on the east side of the lake, then climbed the steep
dirt slope at the north end until it turned into
a nice flight of little granite ledges that lead
into a snow bowl.
(Aha, this must be why we
brought ice axes.')
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From the rocky col ( 8 , 3 0 0 ' ) between Antimony
and Skihist, we slithered down a scree gully and
clambered among huge tumbled boulders toward Ski
hist, losing about 4-00'.
Skihist itself is just a big heap of red
boulders, some more stable than others. We
avoided hasty moves, and arrived at the summit
puffing moderately.
The only record we could
locate in the cairn was from i960.
After a brief lunch, we scrambled back down
again, clawed our way back up to the col by a
different gully, and glissaded down the snow slope.
The shadow of Antimony slid over our tent as we
returned to camp.
On Tuesday we were lazy, playing in the creek
and exploring the Doss Lake Trail only to the top
of the first ridge.
The sunshine was interrupted
by showers; that night a storm passed, with flashes
of lightning illuminating the mountains to an eerie
brilliance, and thunder rumbling inarticulate
threats.
One clap of thunder fell with its bolt
of lightning and hit with physical force; it left
us gasping for breath, pop-eyed with shock.
Rain
drummed down.
All night.
In the morning we packed during a lull in
the rain, and trundled off up the switchback trail.
We decided to follow it to the end, for a change
in scenery.
Scenery?
It rained.
Higher up, a cold wind
threw hall in our faces, then shut us into a thick
fog.
The trail vanished with the last remnants
of view.
The wind returned with driving rain, then
relented and blew holes in the clouds, sprinkling
patches of damp yellow sunlight over the hills.
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When we had resigned ourselves to the apparent
fact that this insane trail was never going to end,
we burst out onto the logging road.
No trucks.
We wandered down to the prospectors' camp and ad
mired the inhabitants—seven horses, tethered in
great discontent.
Waiting for a truck, we took
naps on their hay.
Long, long after, a pick-up flashed by--missed it.'
No, they saw our packs, stopped, backed
up.
And how was our hike?
(Great. )
Did we
find that mountain we were looking for?
(Yup.)
And had we climbed it?
(Yup.)
Had we seen any
bears?
(Nope.)
Any trace of the prospectors?
(Nope.)
That's funny, they've been gone since
Sunday, and left those horses with no food.
Would we like some beer?
(Nope—thanks.)
1

We settled ourselves among the oil drums in
back, and enjoyed a hairy open-air ride all the
way to Boston Bar, via North Bend and the Aerial
Ferry, while our driver and his companions chugged
beer.
Their destination: the beer parlour.

ACCESS TO THE EAST END OF
GARIBALDI LAKE
Peter Jordan
One fine day in August, I left my pack at
'the Ranger's cabin on Garibaldi Lake, and contin
ued with a light day pack around the lake to Senti
nel Glacier, where our glaciology camp was.
This
route goes across the upper Helm Glacier (or along
Panorama Ridge) to Gentian Peak, anf from here
down to timberline on Polemonium Ridge, to drop
down on the Sphinx Hut.
From here, I crossed
Sphinx Creek (crotch-ddep at high waterI) and
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climbed over the Guard-Deception Col to Sentinel
Glacier.
The whole trip took 1 0 hours from the
parking lot, so It is a quite feasible one day
trip into the Sphinx Hut with overnight packs.
Early in July, Sara Golling and Fern Kornelson visited our camp by crossing Mt. Price to
Table Bay on hard spring snow.
This took about
5 hours from the Ranger's cabin.
Later in the
summer, this is not recommended, because without
the snow, rough lava terrain and bush make it
miserable going.
From Table Bay, it is better
to climb up to the base of the Table, rather than
try to go around the shore of the lake.
Table Bay can also be reached from Culliton
Creek.
Two highschool boys came up this way
during the summer, and continued around the lake
by the Panorame Ridge route.
The flagged route
up Culliton Creek, described in the Mountain Trail
Guide, is now almost non-existent, and it took
them two days to get up.

B0WR0H LAKES 1 9 7 1
Murray Fierheller
I have lost article # 1 , so it looks as if you
the reader, are going to be spared the long and
most likely boring diary of the trip.
It is not
a case that I can't remember what happened on the
trip without the diary, it is a case that the
mood at the time of the writing is missing; event
always seem rosier after a period of six months.
Instead I will try to give an insight into what
to expect on your Bowron Lakes canoe trip.
How Long:
lk

To begin, one is always interested in time,
how much time do I have to spend?
Vancouver to
the lakes should only take 9 to 1 0 hours.
But
I can always expect something to go wrong.
For
instance why with only five people, two canoes
and gear, did Chris' V.W. van blow its putter?
We arrived after midnight.
If you have ten days
to spend, the trip will be pure luxury.
We spent
an enjoyable nine days, with daily mileage ranging
from 1 2 to 1.5 miles.
The record for the trip
is (correct me if I am wrong) 6 0 hours.
If you
have ten days, you could do the circuit at least
three times.
A more practical short trip would
be no less than seven days.
Where to Stay;
You have to plan your stops, you can only
stay at the orange posted campsites.
X on the
map shows where we stayed, not necessarily the
ideal layover intervals.
You will note that we
made better time on the first half of the trip.
This was probably a mistake.
The most beautiful
portion of the trip is the first half.
The
lakes on this half are crystal cold, the mount
ains high and more rugged, compared to the muddy
waters of Sandy and Lanezi lakes polluted by the
Cariboo river.
Camps # 1 and 2 are very scenic
and well located for the three tough portages.
What should have been camp # 3 vas Betty Wendle
creek.
The creek is blocked by a real beaver dam,
causing the stream to widen and meander back up
the valley for miles.
I would have liked to
have paddled up It as far as possible.
This
camp seems to be noted for its bears; for in
stance the scriptures tell a tale of some poor
girl faced with a mother and her two cubs while
returning from the local; or of one falling out
of a tree onto a tent, disturbing its sleep as
well as the tent's occupants.
I will devote a
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section to "Bears, Black or Grizzly".
There are several shelters and cabins on the
circuit that are available for the "tourie".
For
the most part they are missing roofs.
The one
at camp #5 is in excellent condition, with workable
wood stove with plenty of chopped wood and mice.
This cabin came in very handy for drying off.
Camp #8 also has a complete cabin with mouse proof
cupboards.
But the stove smokes, and a window
is missing where a bear tried entering uninvited.
What to See:
The area is supposedly noted for its abundant
wildlife.
There is a moose at Betty Wendle, but
if you don't pay your dollar he won't pose.
We
didn't see any bear, any trout, but we did see a
weasel and a mouse (or was it a dozen?)
There are also many natural attractions.
There are two major waterfalls.
They suggest
you don't shoush them in your canoe.
Cariboo
falls (65 ft +) is quite spectacular and is well
worth the trip. Perhaps the most dramatic of my
experiences, though, was on the upper portion of
the Bowron River, the maternith ward of the sockeye salmon.
We went up the river in quest of the
famed Dolly Varden and even though we did not
catch anything (even a log) it was well worth the
two hour trip.
The end of August happens to be
the spawning season, and if you have never seen
a blood red salmon playing in the gravel, make an
effort.
Bears, Black or Grizzly:
It doesn't matter, you are not supposed to
feed any of them, but they don't abide by the rules
Janet has a gash in her pack to prove it.
Grizzly
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are usually high up in the mountains and. cause no
problem.
The black bears are most social, and
come uninvited to dinner and are difficult to
bounce from the dinner party.
They are most easy
to entertain, they will eat out of the cans; you
don't have to open the tin, they find them good to
e at as is.
Unfortunately we didn't see any, although we
tried hard.
On our trip up the Bowron River we
beached on one of the sand spits a fair distance
through the spawning grounds.
It didn't bother
us that there were dead salmon half way up the bank,
or that some were half eaten, or even the multi
bear tracks all over the banks.
It wasn't until
we passed a boat, the occupants wildly banging on
pots.
They were not quite as calm as us, they
had seen several grizzly.
The upper Bowron Lakes
Is probably the world's largest surviving colony
of grizzlies.
What to Take:
Expect wet weather.
Six of our days were
rain.
We were well prepared (at least I was,
mainly for fear of capsizing).
We had two of the
crestlines that are excellent for staying dry at
night.
I lined my pack, wrapped most of my
things, my sleeping bag and my foamy in plastic
bags.
Nothing got wet.
The weather can be sur
prising, the first three days were beautiful,
sun burn, bare feet, no shirt, shorts the whole
bit. The rest of the trip was spent in my wool
sweater, army surplus knickers etc.
Wool is the
best for this kind of weather, I never felt damp
or cold except the time I fell In.
You don't
need a lot of clothes, I managed with a few changes
of socks, one pair of shorts, two tee shirts, one
heavy sweater, my army surpluses, and my ski jack
et.
You need durable rain gear (you will use
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them).
I also took some gloves, and a touque came
in handy.
Running shoes are most comfortable in
the canoe but are a complete waste on the trail,
bare feet would be better through the mud.
I
found my boots very useful.
There is usually enough wood for fires but my
optimus worked faster besides I had a new set of
pots that I didn't want to blacken.
Don't forget
at least 50 ft. of good rope.
It is a necessity
to string the food if not up out of bears' reach,
out of mice reach, it is also useful for tying
the packs in the canoes.
An axe (not a hatchet)
is also very useful for cutting fireplace lengths.
The canoes don't have to be anything great,
just so long as they float.
If we can make it
round in Sue's Ik foot tipster, anything would
probably do.
The ideal size would be l6 feet per
two people.
If you have to rent them a place in
Langley called "Canoo Rentals" I found to be the
cheapest at $18 per week.
If you are a Youth
Hostel member you can rent canoes for $2 per day,
but they only have about four.
What to Eat:
If you are like me you will eat anything. If
you are like Janet you will bring whole potatoes,
corn-on-the-cob, hams, apples etc., then boast
about how well you eat and then let Duncan carry
all the excess weight.
Weight is usually not a
problem, for the majority of the trip the canoe
carries it.
The roughest is carrying 60 pound
packs and a 70 pound canoe over the first three
miles of portage.
We survived practically the
whole trip on Lipton dinners, mush, and SWT
(stoned wheat thins).
Our only real weight was
the ten pounds of mountain mix, ten pounds of
sausage and ten pounds of cheese, all for lunch.
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Lipton dinners are really very practical;
one "box will feed two males, or one male and two
females.
There are five flavours to choose from.
(Lipton Mornay is my favourite) which can he varied
"by the type of meat you throw in.
They do tend
to seem a little soupy after nine days.
Don't
forget your soups and juices.
My one big mistake
was leaving out desserts with dinners (other than
dried ears).
The new light canned puddings and
fruit cups would be ideal.
If you are a Woodward's
fruit lover, this should also satisfy the role.
It was fun watching Janet and Duncan starve
on the last two days, it is always a good idea to
overestimate the food supply.
Miscellaneous:
If you have your tobacco, don't forget your
pipe.
If you go by V.W, always have a good Ford to
back you up.
If you have a girl on the party, let
her do the cooking.
If you have a Frenchy that
climbs like a bear use him as your first line of
defence, let him test your airborn food supply.
And on your way home stop in at Barkerville and
go and see the wild west show.
People:
Murray Fierheller
Chris Moore
Rachel LeClair
Dominique Eossenol
Tom Townrow

Later
J anet McQuarrie
Duncan Kent
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GOAT MEADOWS
Sept. 18-20, 1971

Peter Jordan

At about 4,200 feet near the headwaters of
Miller Creek west of Peraberton, there is a flatbottomed valley floored with extensive subalpine
meadows, where some of the farmers graze their cat
tle in the summer.
Two large glaciers feed the
upper end of the valley, issuing from a cluster
of impressive peaks, which as far as I knew had
never been climbed.
I was impressed by them when
I was working in the Goat Meadows in 1970, and I
wanted to go back.
So, one Friday last fall, Fred Thiessen, Fern
Kornelson, and I camped at the Green River camp
ground to get an early start.
Early next morning,
we met Dave Whiting and his cohorts from the Geog
raphy Dept., who gave us a ride to the top of the
logging road on Miller Creek in their jeep. We
followed the cattle trail as far as the first ford
in the meadows.
(Since most sane people use horses
on the trail, there are no extravagances such as
bridges).
The glacier coming off the peak is im
passible due to icefalls, and besides, it is inac
cessible because of bush, so we left the trail and
bushwhacked up the ridge between the two forks of
Miller Creek.
This ridge consisted of a series
of granite bumps, well furred with moss and rhododen
dron bushes, and separated by depressions containing
swamps.
After several miles of this, we broke
out above timber line, and set up camp at about
6,300 ft. by the last puddle of water along the
ridge.
This was a very Impressive campside, look
ing down onto the Goat Keadows on one side and the
sweeping tounge of the Ipsoot Glacier on the other
side.
Next morning, the weather continued sunny,
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and we started along the ridge to our peaks, which
were about 3^ miles away.
We were above the icefalls by now, but the ridge turned out to be quite
narrow and up-and-down, with many peaks and gend
armes.
Steep rotten cliffs covered with fresh
snow, prevented us from dropping onto the glacier
below.
Actually the climbing was quite enjoyable,,
on good rock and never harder than class three.
Amongst the highest gendarmes, we were able to get
onto the top of the glacier - we roped up here,
since we had two bergschrunds to cross.
After
these, it was an easy walk across the summit ice
field to the two highest summits.
The altimeter
showed 8300 ft.
To our surprise, there were
cairns on them, but no record was found.
By now
it was two o'clock, and looking down to the Pemberton Valley and our car, ten miles and 7500 feet
below us, we figured there might be a possibility
that we wouldn't get back that night.
So we once
again climbed up and down all the intervening
peaks, and back along the up-and-down ridge to
camp, which we reached about five o'clock.
Rain
was threatening, so we quickly broke camp and, in
stead of following our route up, we started
straight down the very steep slope to the lower
meadows.
This slope consisted of cliffs which
would have been class h if they weren't covered
with assorted green hell.
Several new tech
niques were pioneered here, including rappelling
down rhododendron vines and penduluming to a
hanging belay on a hemlock tree.
Not to mention
the strange feeling of hanging from your packstraps when those last two fir branches were too
close together to swing between.
Finally we
reached the meadows and the thigh-deep ford, and
we trotted the last half-mile through the grass
and cow-pies in bare feet and legs, to reach the
rancher's cabin just at dark.
Next morning we headed down the cattle trail
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towards Pemberton.
Just past the lower ford, we
passed a large herd of cattle, who apparently found
the cold weather too much for them, and were coming
home on their own.
Our climb was apparently a second ascent of
the three highest peaks of the mountain, and prob
ably a new route.
We never found out who climbed
it, but it was likely climbed from Rutherford Greek
(from which it could be done more easily in two
days) or from the ridges above Wasp Creek to the
north.
Trying to think of a name, we were tempted
by "Mt. Green Hell", but the Committee on Geograph
ical Names might not go for that, so we settled for
"Rhododendron Peak".
Map reference 92J 7, Pemberton.
No largescale map to date of the summit area or Rutherford
Creek approach.

WINCHESTER MOUNTAIN
September 25,

1971

This slack introductory hike was to start
from the Chandelier Inn at Glacier at 9-00 (no,
the bar wasn't open.') but the last of three cars
didn't arrive until 11:00-.
After a harrowing
drive up the access road, we left the cars at Twin
Lakes and hiked up the switchbacked trail to the
summit in two groups: Flash, led by Gordon Woodd,
and Slow-but-Steady, led by Eva Macek.
We had
been told the view Is fantastic at the summit, but
it started snowing just after we left the cars
and by the time we ate our hurried lunch at the
summit about three inches had fallen.
We re
treated quickly to the cars and spent the rest
of the day exploring the area, especially the
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magnificent Nooksack Falls.
Thirteen old, new,
and non-members enjoyed this easy but different
(snow in September. ) hike.
1

Lloyd Barteski
Alison Inglis
Jennifer Pass
Anna Vaughan
Sue Macek (L)
Bob Gibb
Jane MacKenzie

Nancy Slater
Gordon Woodd
Lloyd Howard
Eric Mullholland
Caroline Taylor
Eva Macek

SPEARHEADS TRIP
Marvin Curry

Sept. 18-19,

1971

After being shocked by an entire week of
classes, twency V.O.C.ers planned an escape to
the Spearheads.
The crowd set out from the
Whistler Cabin Saturday morning, soon found the
road up the north side of Fitzsimmons Creek, and
drove as far as the cars would go.
We then walked to the end of the road, and
started to climb through a brun and into the bush.
Guided by Charlie, we arrived above the trees
after a few hours hiking, frequently punctuated
by rests to cool off away from the heat of the
brilliant sun.
After traversing to a small lake
below Blackcomb, many of the overheated jumped
into the cold waters to cool off.
Most of them
rebounded out almost before getting in.
Three enthusiastic climbers had broken away
before arriving at the lake and were climbing
Blackcomb.
After watching them for a while, the
rest of us launched our own attack upon the peak.
From the top of Blackcomb we could see the other
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three who preceded us as they were nearing the
summit of Spearhead.
We followed them, and from
the Spearhead various ambitious plans for the
next day were made.
After descending and arriving back at the
camp near dusk, we had a meal, then since the
sun had dipped below the mountains, we collected
some wood(d) for a fire.
With everyone gathered
around the fire, we had a rousing sing-song which
lasted until the wood supply declined - by which
time the quality of the songs was also declining.
Despite warnings that they would awaken with
wet sleeping bags, a few Independent souls decided
to sleep under the stars.
As it turned out they
woke up dry due to a steady wind which kept people
awake by whipping the loose tied tents.
Sunday morning we rose before the sun was
visible - which was not all that early since
Blackcomb towered 1500 feet above us to the east.
After downing some mush we set off to climb Decker
and other nearby peaks, to be decided upon when
we could see them.
Soon we found that access to
Decker was not as quick and easy as we had hoped.
After descending through an ideal campsite westarted to climb.
Some of the group had to return
early and others were distracted by rocks which
they spent the day climbing.
By this time we all realized that we would
prohably only climb Decker, so after a restful lunch
on the flat peak from which future trips were spec
ulated, we turned back.
We met the rock climbers
sunbathing at the bottom and returned to our camp
site.
After packing up, a rapid descent to the cars
followed, with the reckless pace being set by Neil -
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chased by Sara, whose hat he had stolen.
As we
returned to Vancouver to resume the U.B.C. routine,
we could recall the good time and unsurpassed con
ditions on the trip.
Party:
Eric White (L)
Steve White
Charlie Brown
Marilyn Brown
Ellen Woodd
Roland Burton
Rolf Kullak
Sara Golling
Neil Humphreys
Wynne Gorman

Sheila MacLean
Ross Beaty
Rob Gardner
John Halliday
Moira Lemon
Dave Paterson
Jim Bennet
Andy Eliot
Jeff Whitlock
Marvin Currey

VBDDER RIVER RUN
Murray Fierheller
I am not about to bore you with a lot of words
about what a beautiful day it was (it was) or how
much fun it was (it was that too). This is the
first of a series of informative reviews (hope
fully) .
Riwer
body in the
it) current
Sounds like

1

running by definition is to place one s
swiftly flowing (as swiftly as you like
and letting yourself be carried away.
fun?

Theoretically, all you need is your body.
There are a few accessories that aid to the comfort
and safety of river running.
The first is an ex
ternal barrier other than your skin.
The two
rivers I have ever run have been at a lower temper-
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ature than the body (my body anyways).
As a
matter of fact, at a temperature quite substant
ially lower, averaging between 35° and 4o°F.
The
most adaptable apparel is a complete wet suit.
By complete I mean the vest, trousers, hood, boot
ies and gloves.
A few of my party tried it with
out the booties or gloves; by the end of the day
their extremeties were a funny colour.
These can
he picked up at a reasonable cost of $3-50 per
day (complete 1970 prices) at Willoughby's, "The
Diver's Den"; MacDonald and kth Avenue.
The wet suit will also lower your specific
gravity so as you float a little easier.
This
brings up my second point that of buoyancy.
Un
less you are a good swimmer you will tend to sink,
and unless you have a substantial rear (hind mus
cles name) you head will tend to be the first to
submerge making it extremely difficult to breathe.
The two most practical modes of transport are an
air mattress or vehical inner tube.
When blown
up they are of extremely high displacement, very
light, and manoeuA^rable.
An air mattress has an
extremely comfortable ride and although it cuts
down on some of the excitement it also reduces the
number of bruises (of which I am going to say more
later).
Because of their size and shape, air mat
tresses tend to be damaged easily markedly reducing
their usefulness, as noted on our trip.
The air
mattress should be of good quality, by good I mean
heavy rubberized canvas.
They don't necessarily
have to be of floral design although it does add to
the colour pictures.
The next mode of transport,
the one I would recommend, is an inner tube.
Be
cause of its beautifully rounded shape, it can take
the impact of rocks with tremendous resistance to
destruction.
They usually have a hole in the center
(donut shaped) that is very advantageous for gripping.
The size of diameter is to your preference.
I
prefer one of a large truck size.
An aeroplane
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inner tube "would be excellent, especially for a
joy ride with a friend (or two).
They are dif
ficult to relocate especially if they are still
on the plane.
Inner tubes are where you find
them.
River running methods are very simple, you
develop your own technique.
The practical idea
is to stay on top of the water at least some of
the time.
You should also try to stay on top of
your vehicle.
If you are clinging to the bot
tom of it, it makes it difficult to see which
rocks to push out of the way.
Once you are
down you have to get back up to the beginning
of the run.
This means leaving a car at the
finish.
You should be able to work out the
most appropriate method that suits your situation.
The next point is in choosing a river.
You are looking for a river that is not too
deep as to develop strong undercurrents, but you
want a river that is deep enough to float your
body.
You would like one that is swift en
ough to create a little excitement but not with
waterfalls greater than 20 feet to cause too
much excitement.
For practical purposes the
Vedder River is of excellent quality in that
it creates three miles of solid excitement.
The other river I have run is the Capilano River.
It contains about three picturesque pools that
add to the beauty of river running.
It is
also close to the city and the nearby Capilano
road makes it easy to hitch-hike back (just say
you are the frog prince and looking for a ride
to the princess castle that is just up the
road).
There are features to look out for in
a river.
One is that of large rocks looming
up and hitting you.
If you are slightly to
one side of dead center, chances are the cur
rents will guide you around the obstacle.
You
1
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have to watch out for rocks that are submerged,
depending on your weight they could be hazardous
to go over.
The final reminder is to watch out
for large rocks you can't see around.
Quite often
these have back eddies and unless you are firmly
clutched to your vehicle you could be tumbled
around and around making it difficult to breathe,
let alone get away.
The action is similar to a
tumble washer and unless you are extremely dirty
avoid them.
River running is a lot of pure excitement
with added danger (a joy to rock climbers) crash
ing through rapids, shushing the chutes.
Be
sure you river run with another river runner so
he can dramatize on your death if so be the case.
Be sure you are properly equipped and have con
fidence in your swimming and come out for the
next official Vedder River run.
It is advisable
that you skip the breakfast after the spring ban
quet, so you can get some sleep.

LAKE ANNE
October, 1971

David Lemon
Marvin Currey (Leader)

This was hilled as a slack day hike to beauti
ful scenic Lake Anne, in Mount Baker National Forest,
Washington.
Early Saturday morning the seven guys
going met at the cafe in Sumas to wait for the two
girls who said that they might be coming.
We wait
ed there for about an hour, laughing at the tour
ists towing snowmobiles (we counted nine in one
convoy) and looking up at the thick, dark clouds
above.
After concluding that the girls weren't
coming (they obviously had more sense than we did)
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we left for Mount Baker.
When
we found:
(1)
(2)
(3)

we arrived at the Mount Baker ski area
several feet of snow
people skiing
a snowstorm

Undaunted, we set off past the ski area to Austin
Pass where we floundered around for about half an
hour till we found the trail sign - "U.S.F.S. trail
#688 (or something) to Lake Anne" it said - point
ing to a shallow indentation in the snow.
We set
off, sinking to the knees with every step.
It
continued to snow.
We plowed on, getting soaked
from the outside in and the inside out at the same
time.
We found mile posts every half mile or so,
which meant we were probably still on the trail.
This was encouraging since the snowstorm was still
with us and we couldn't see much.
Finally, at
what we guessed was half a mile from Lake Anne,
we ran out of indentations to follow and visibil
ity at the same time.
Deciding that to procede was useless, we ate
lunch and started back.
At about k o'clock we arrived back at the
ski area, which was just closing down, rather
tired and utterly soaked.
After coffee in the
lodge we left for home.
Note: We think we may have discovered a good
method for smuggling things in from the U.S. at the border, the customs officer opened the
trunk, took one look at the pile of wet sweaters,
socks, jackets etc., quickly shut it again and
waved us on.
Future smuggling expeditions may
consider this method for whatever It's worth.
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MAMQUAM GOES FROM CRAWFORD CREEK
David. McPherson

October 9-11
Charlie Brown
Marilyn Brown
Jeremy Hyatt
Dave McPherson

Terry Rollerson
John Clarke
Neil Humphrey
Stevie White

Probably the best trip of the year (for me
at least) was Mamquam.
To some, who are stopped
over and over again by weather and circumstance,
it is a trying mountain, (eh, Roland?)
The fact
is it's a bit off the beaten track and unless I
had three days I wouldn't do it.
Our trip though,
almost foiled at the beginning; when one of our
drivers' cars had a flat-tire and no spare. (l
will mention no names).
But alas, John Clarke
waved another car down and retrieved
and his V.W. Van waiting with Humphrey on the
entrance to the logging road.
We rustled our
selves up the long road, penetrated a little
with the shock that we were losing time.
Then
we bid our farewells to
and his V.W.
van for they were heading to Pinecone Lake.
Our getting back solely relied on Neil Humphrey's
Kraut can.'
After a little shuttling up an ex
tension of raod by Crawford creek we started our
bushwhack.
After a bit of windfall dodging the bush,
it turned mild.
We even stumbled across an
ancient trappers' trail, that Clarke pretended
to know the legend to.
After a second crossing
of the creek the trail vanished and we left the
creek.
The slope was gradual to meadows at kooo
ft.
The sun was so fine we almost fell asleep
in the heather.
After a jumping of alpine
streams we clambered steeply to a pass at 5^00.
Right on the pass was a christening pool - which
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we all dipped into, with waterbottles.
A stupend
ous view of the misty icefields as well as a ridge
of minor peaks to the south can be seen from this
pass.
We headed north toward Mamquam and made
camp shortly in front of a peak that yet remains
unclimbed.
This mountain, above all, had been our origin
al intent.
It was from further observation and
debate that all eight of us couldn't climb it be
cause of the hazard of loose rock.
In lieu of
this we decided to challenge Mamquam from the
south side, and because it had not been climbed
by any of us before.
Next morning Terry had us up facing a fiery
dawn over the Zenolity group.
Following a gully
leading between Steve and Bucklin creeks we rode
camel over two small mountains.
It was a beauti
ful saddle this; it ran above Skookum and Bucklin
creeks and was a natural bridge to mountains. A
cairn on top and we were culminating, when ahead
of us we saw the Brown's who had traversed the
mountain.
Down with a leap and a glissade and
we caught them up.
We were making good time.
It was 10 o'clock
and we were at the base of Mamquam.
Making good
use of a rock spine we kept away from some heavily
crevassed slopes.
At approximately 7^00 feet we
climbed onto a snowfield right under the peak;
but the snow was sliced up pretty bad here and we
had to traverse round to the north side for the
better route.
After cramponing past one exposed
spot, it was easy going.
With ropes far apart
we marched over the glacier, then up a curling
slope,
A last lead by Jeremy and we were clat
tering over stone with crampons to the summit.
We sat on top, reading records out of the cannister while clouds commenced to whirl about us and
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sister peaks.
It was 1 o'clock, six hours from our
camp.
We got a fantastic view of Garibaldi Park
as we know it.
Our rest on top was curt and we began our de
scent,
Stevie and Terry climbed an anterior peak
on their way back down the south ridge.
It was
k o'clock when we got down to the snow at 5000 ft
between the creeks.
Charlie and Marilyn went
back to camp the way we came in.
The other six
of us took our chances with a bivouack if we got
caught up on a ridge after six when it'd be dark.
There was some easy peaks to bag along this 65OO
foot ridge.
After forty minutes we gained the
skyline, into the midst of a triangle of summits.
We headed south, and climbed what may be three
distinctive peaks.
It was nearing six and get
ting dim when we stumbled across tracks.
They
were Jeremy's, by gosh....he'd gone off meditating
last night.
Whoopee, camp can't be far away.'
Ten minutes later we spotted camp and hurdled in.
We slept to the ripple of rain on canvas.
Monday was spent slipping in the heather,
and marking the trail from Crawford creek home.
It was spent with Terry conning me to lead a workhike back here.
Monday was something more to
Neil Humphrey who ferried us all down fifteen
miles of logging road; but it wasn't all that
bad anyway Neil, you got that woodpecker cider
from Whiting, didn't you?
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MARBLE CANYON - 1971
October, 1971
(Thanksgiving
Weekend)

Ross Beaty

Party:
Ross, Mike, Paul, Jim, Allison, Tom 1, Tom 2 ,
Andrea, Roger, Harold, Jessica, Chris, Serge, Joe,
Andy, Jenny, Don, EILEEN, and several others whose
names I can't remember,
"Where are we?" was the common cry during the
wee hours on Saturday morning as three cars loaded
with V.O.C.ers tried to find the Marble Canyon
Provincial Campsite.
The first car arrived at
10:30 pm, the next at 3:00 am, and the next at
4:15 am.
Another car arrived at 11:30 am, and
two more cars that were expected never even show
ed up.'
Marble Canyon is located about 250 road
miles north of Vancouver, between Cache Creek
and Lillooet.
The rock Is not really marble
(it's microcrystalline limestone) and it is not
really a Canyon, but a beautiful valley in which
lie a series of lakes called the Palisade Lakes a fantastically aesthetic place to climb.
No
smog, clear, dry air, few cars along the dirt
road in the valley, beautiful weather and good
rock combined to make it a memorable trip.
Saturday
Yawn... .Aaaarghhh... .Aaaaahh... .Pfutz.
Yes the soulful melodies of V.O.C.ers getting up after
three hours of sleep.
Aftew vowing never again
to sleep under the stars in a VERY dewy area, we
shook the water off our sleeping bags, filled our
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stomachs -with, yes, you guessed it, MUSH.', and
took off for a rock school on the first lead of
"Shady Lane", on the lower Buttress.
As most
people quickly realized, climbing on limestone is
unique.
While in some places the rock has been
polished as smooth as steel by glaciers, offer
ing few holds and no possibility of placing pro
tection, in other places the friction of the rock
is unbelievable and microholds are numerous.
In
general, protection is scarce.
Jam cracks, small
overhangs, gullies, aretes, chimneys, and 300 ft.
polished slabs can be found in many places.
Rusty areas should be avoided because of the assoc
iated fracturing resulting in very rotten rock.
Relief is probably greater than that at Squamish
- the main wall being well over 2000 feet high
and the lower Buttress where we were climbing,
reaching up about 800 feet.
In any case,
despite great gobs of rockfall from a couple of
climbers above us, no injuries were sustained
except for a camera, and as the day waned, we
were more and more conscious of the beauty of
Marble Canyon in the Fall.
At night, a split
program had some people singing songs by the
campfire at the campsite and others entertaining
the locals in Lillooet by Salty-Dogging down
the main street,
Sunday
An early start for a few people who did some
serious (?) climbing on the lower Wall, a medium
start for more people who went hiking or scrambling
up some of the fine pinnacles In the area, and an
infinitely late start (never) for a couple of
slackers who chose to relax in the 70° sunshine
back at the campsite.
Afternoon swims in Pav
ilion Lake wrapped up a fabulous day for some
people, rapelling at twilight did the same for
others.
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Monday
Splatter
Drop
Sploosh
" # $ # # " 11...
Ugh - Rain.
Due to the wrong chant being sung
on Sunday night, the Weather God began spitting
and heaving.
However, it was time to come home
anyway, so we piled into our respective cars and
headed for Vancouver.
Marble Canyon is a groovy place

BAMFIELD
Moira Lemon

Thanksgiving Weekend

With the McNeill Mobile packed comfortably,
we set off for Horseshoe Bay at about 6:30 Friday
night.
A three hour wait for the ferry was passed
with singing (accompanying Lil who was playing
the guitar).
Strange sounds echoed all through
the ferry terminal and drew many astounded stares
as Chris let loose with a volley of barnyard calls
for our enjoyment.
The possibility of Peter Macek being in the
same ferry lineup was eventually disproved.
The long drive along the logging road from
Port Alberni to Bamfield was spent with more sing
ing and guitar playing.
We eventually rumbled
into the Pachena Bay campsite (which was, incid
entally, littered with camper-trailers, people,
etc.) at 4:00 am.
We headed straight for the
beach which under a cloudless sky was lit with a
glowing blue light from the myriad of stars
above.
Wow.'
The place to sleep.
Assured
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that all the dew had long since fallen, we sacked
out with the Milky Way and shooting stars as com
panions above us, and the sound of the sea not so
far away.
In the morning (three hours later) we
awoke to a brilliant blue sky and soggy wet
sleeping bags.
We started hiking along the trail towards
the lighthouse, marvelling at lace-like moss
hanging from the trees, streams, ferns, and the
open sea.
Highly impressed by the beauty of the
trail and the rugged coastline, we hiked on and
heard through the sound of the waves, barking of
sea-lions.
Taking a trail down to the beach we
looked out over a cliff down to the sea.
And
on the rocky shelves about a hundred sea-lions
were gathered.
Deciding that this was an excel
lent place to stop and eat lunch, we stopped and
ate and took many pictures.
Chris's telephoto
lens came into great use along with Don's binoc
ulars.
It was fascinating to watch the sea-lions
in the water below the colony wait in a strategic
position until a large breaker came along and
washed them onto the rock.
Riding the waves
appeared to be the only way they could get up.
We continued along the trail past the
lighthouse and about four miles further on took
another trail down to the beach and crossed a
creek.
The beach is gravel for a ways down and
extends as rocky shelves far out into the ocean.
We found a large tree overhanging the beach,
which instantly became home.
As there was still
plenty of time left in the day, we yielded to the
temptations of beach exploration.
Perhaps the
greatest treasure of the day and the whole trip
was the whale tooth Lil found on our ramble along
the beach.
West Coast beaches hold many things
of wonder and beauty - the more often you visit
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them the more intriguing things are revealed.
Being undecided as to whether we would be
rained upon during the night we rigged up the fly
over two logs.
This was perfect for those of
us who managed to secure a middle position, but
Chris, being a gentleman, had agreed to the out
side spot and so his abode was under a log barely
off the ground.
In the morning three of us set out to explore
the beach and three of us to check out the sea
caves some seven miles or so further along the
beach.
The three spelunkers set off in search of
something to spelunk.
Not long after wandering
along the beach and rock-shelves and seeing the
giant green sea anenomes, mussels, goose-neck barn
acles, snails, algaes, sea urchins and all other
local inhabitants in the tidal pools, we found our
selves walking through a deluge of west coast
weather making visibility quite limited.
However
nothing refreshes like a little rain.
Before
heading off up into the woods to find the trail,
we decided to investigate a small sea cave in the
cliffs to the southeast of a waterfall.
Sliding
along on our stomachs through a hole between the
wall of the cave and a log, we were able to stand
up inside (which of course, was pitch black).
Chris investigated further along what we presumed
was a tunnel, but hollow sounding noises from the
floor conviced him to turn back.
Climbing up over slippery rocks and moss
eventually led us to a suspension bridge over the
waterfall.
The trail led along the shoreline
and was overhung by rainforest foliage.
Once
we reached the part of the trail which overlooks
where the large sea caves are located, we had a
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few doubts as to how easy it was going to be to get
to the caves.
We had to hike along the trail to
the next bay since there was no trail down at this
point.
We arrived down at the beach and surveyed
the cliff over which we were going to have to climb.
The tide was in so that the easy route was inacces
sible unless we were enthusiastic about swimming.
Further inland the cliff was an overhang so this also
was not possible.
The only route seemed to be the
one before us.
Good handholds and footholds were
uncommon and together with wet, slippery and rot
ten rock and no climbing equipment, it made the
climb rather impossible.
Chris began climbing
and soon found it necessary to jam a log into
some rocks and lean it up against the cliff to
act as an extra foothold.
Once up, however, he
found he couldn't climb down, so Sheila and I
would have to find a way up.
Chris pointed out
a long pole on the beach and told us to lean it
against the cliff.
The "pole" turned out to
be about 35 feet in length.
After many hil
arious attempts to get the pole up, it was finally
in position.
The idea was that we would either
shinny up the pole or use it as an aid while we
were climbing.
This didn't seem to work too
well even with a section of string about three
feet long used as a prussik sling.
So being
very resourceful, Chris asked for a kelp whip
which was lying on the beach.
(Using this we
sent the cameras and pack up to Chris on a pul
ley system, also).
Chris proceeded to use the
kelp as a prussik sling and Sheila and I were
able to get to the top of the cliff.
Our elation
at having scaled the cliff was upset a little
when we found this did not enable us to get into
the caves.
Chris, spying a tree, suggested to
us that we climb down it and there we would be
In sea cave bay.
Having a few doubts as to the
success of this attack, we nevertheless set out
to find our tree.
We did a fireman slide down
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our pole to the beach.
1

Chris tree, however, stood about five feet
or so out from the cliff and ended about half
way down.
Our bold and fearless leader said he
wasn't quite sure how we would get down the rest
of the way. - Ah.' if only we had our kelp.
Pooling our ingenuity we came up with the idea
of bushwhacking down on the other side and enter
ing the cave from the exit. - a fine idea - We
set off wack, snap, crash, through the somewhat
damp undergrowth and traversed logs twenty feet
or so above presumed solid ground.
A victorious
cry from the front informed us that we now could
descend and at least at this stage stand atop
the feature of our quest.
Dead easy from here
- so we hoped.
A log conveniently located across
a channel afforded the method of access to just
outside the mouth of the cave - from here only
a rock hopping precisely timed escapade through
frothing oceans and under a waterfall and there
we were all standing on a small rock occasion
ally above water, gazing into a long inspiring
sea cave.
The fact that it was four or five
feet deep in water didn't dampen the thrill to
any extent.
Chris waded in determined to take
pictures from the interior of the cave.
Sheila
and I remained and posed.
We were very reluct
ant to leave but the sinking sun and rising tide
reminded us of the hike back.
One by one we
leapt from rock to rock (Chris, under the water
fall couldn't find the next foothold and as a
result had a rather thorough shower).
Sheila
went back the way we had come executing an
effective body wrap around a rock.
I fell in.
Contrary to popular opinion I wasn't being towed
away by undercurrents, I was merely trying to
keep my head above water.
The sun had been
out for a while (about ^ hour), so we sat and
ate and wrung out clothes.
Light was fading
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quickly as we hiked and ran along the trail, and
stars were shining as we wandered our way hack
along the beach.
The day had been fantastic.
We were always doing something, never really plan
ning - just doing it when we came to it, on the
spur of the moment.
This was perhaps why it was
a day that was so enjoyable and is so vivid in
memory.
Arriving back at our camp we exchanged
stories with the others, while drying clothes
out over the fire.
Dave, Lil, and Don had
spent the day wandering along the beach invest
igating the wealth of life in the crevices of
the rocks large and small.
Chief bread winner
Dave had failed in his valiant attempt to entice
fishies over for dinner.
But he did try hard even joined them In the ocean.
Dave entertained
us that night, the next morning and in fact all
the time with his wide repertoire of question
able songs.
The next morning after breakfast we cleaned
up our spot on the beach and we set out for the
hike back to civilization.
We stopped and ad
mired the lighthouse and signed our names in the
register on the way back.
Arriving in Nanaimo, we found we had a five
hour wait for the ferry back to Vancouver.
The
parking lot was taken over as our kitchen, and the
guys cooked a truly superb mixture of whatever
food was left to snaffle out of our packs.
The
product, a slightly thick gorp, was consumed in
record time.
We got home to Vancouver in time to catch
a few hours sleep before Monday morning classes,
wishing we were still at Bamfield.
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People:
Chris McNeill (L)
She:
Sheila McLean
Dave Whiting (Assoc. Leader) Don
Lil Deas
Moi:
Moira Lemon

THANKSGIVING ON THE NEVEJulian Harrison

October 9-11

The best laid plans of mice and Narods....
This trip was originally planned as a Neve cross
over, including a snow school, with the possibil
ity of climbing Mt. Garibaldi.
It had been hoped
that there would be one old member to every two
new members, and in this way a really effective
snow school could be held, and all the new members
duly Impressed etc.
Much to our leader's horror,
only six new members turned up.
Plans for a com
plete cross-over were abandoned, but all was not lost
for Barry, as he was now able to tell us lots of
fancy lies about the Misty Icefields trip, without
fear of correction.
When we arrived at Base-camp, It turned out
that one of us had neglected to bring an ice-axe
because he "thought it wasn't important."
He was
equipped with a broom instead.
At the chalet we
met Dave somebody-or-other whom had decided to go
as far as the edge of the Neve for a day trip.
We forged on to the Hilton, enjoying perfect
weather, and breaking all records for speed.
From Base-camp to the Hilton took a mere(?) nine
hours.
Next day, we all did the snow school thing.
Our fearless leader showed us some complicated
rope-tricks, including a boot-axe belay with only
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one inch of the axe in the snow.
The weather was,
of course, perfect.
After lunch we ambled in the
direction of the Warren Glacier, hoping to get a
view of Garibaldi Lake.
The weather was, of course,
awful.
Thereafter we saw nothing but fog.
That night it became quite evident that the
Frizell Memorial Outhouse was designed so as to ad
mit the prevailing wind.
During hailstorms this
encourages uncomfortable haste, made more uncom
fortable by the fact that the outhouse, as a whole,
is really sharp, but so is the edge of the seat.
Future parties are encouraged to carry sandpaper,
(as a seat cover perhaps?)
The high point of leaving the cabin, Monday
morning, occurred when one of our number slipped,
coming down the slope behind the cabin, dropped
her axe, and continued to slide to the bottom of
the hill.
The look on Barry's face would have
stopped a clock.
We found our way to the toe of
the Neve by compass, and had a few problems decid
ing if we had reached the right place.
(Two days
earlier, Barry had known the Neve like the "back
of his hand").
All went well, however, and by
lunchtime we had damaged several acres of blue
berry plants outside the chalet.
Them who came:
Carol ?
Shelly ?
Rob 1

Peter and Jill Whitmore
Barry Narod
Julian Harrison
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TRICONI ASCENT
or how to fit six in a McKinley
October

1971

The October expedition up Tricone started
off in true fashion with no one having the faint
est Idea as to where we were going.
The original
plan, a Tricone Mount Brew traverse, somehow lost
all its glamour when it began to rain.
It be
came completely absurd to "even think of attempting
this after we spent two hours wandering around
the meadows searching for a dog.
(The owner
shall remain anonymous.
He should consider him
self fortunate that this article is not one long
polemic against the canine species).
At any rate, we finally reached a lake at
about 5,500 feet and set up camp.
Dinner was
made and the fact that water boils at lower temp
eratures at higher altitudes was held responsi
ble for the first crunchy rice dish I have ever
attempted to eat.
As we all crammed into the
tent (without the dog) the sky cleared and pro
mised a good next day.
Well, the next day was clear, hut by the
time all the keeners had stumbled out of bed
(ll:00) and put away a sufficient amount of
cheese and wheat thins (12:00) it had clouded
over again.
It was decided to wander up the
last few cirques, anyway, and see if we could
make the peak.
Ross, Paul, Dave, and Gary had
a pronounced attack of attainus de peakitus and
set off for the top.
The dog was also slightly
affected but was quickly cured when he got stuck
on a ledge.
Eric, being the only devoted
sclenceman among us and Ellen, ever ready to in
crease the store of knowledge available to those
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ardent souls in education, stayed behind to study
the dynamics of rolling rock..
Tricon!, as a climb or even just as a trip
to the meadows, is well worth the effort.
The
peak stands out from the surrounding area, giving
one a view of the upper Squamish Valley, the Gari
baldis and the mountains to the south.
It Is
not especially strenuous and can be done easily
in two days.
Two questions though have remained unanswered:
(i)

Is Ellen usually the only female personnage on such expeditions?

(ii)

Does Smiling Jack's (or Greasy Jack's)
in Squamish derive its name only from the
fact that it is frequented by V.O.C. types?

Party:
Dave McPherson and Ti
Ellen Woodd
Ross Beaty

Paul McGuigan
Eric White
Gary MacDonald

A MIDNIGHT MOUNTAINEERING ADVENTURE
Fred Thiessen

November 6, 1971

For many months we had looked at the face
and had dreamed of climbing it.
We had made pre
liminary reconnaissances but were continually
turned back by adverse conditions.
Finally,
conditions were ideal and it was decided that
another attempt would be made.
As the approach was fraught with peril, it
10k

was decided that a 1:00 am start would be best.
After a long trek and the crossing of a horrend
ous moat, the base of the formidable 12,U00 mm
Mt. Siwash was reached.
An attempt was made on
the North-West ridge but as the conditions were
far from ideal, we retreated.
After much con
sultation, it was decided that the South-East
face should be attempted.
After fifteen long,
tortuous, grueling minutes the summit was attained;
Mt. Siwash had been climbed.
Quickly, the other
members of the party climbed to the summit.
A search of the western horizon revealed
an approaching tide and we beat a hasty retreat
amidst all the fury of the elements.
Participants - (who will probably be arrested upon
publication.)
Ellen Woodd
Jane Kelly
Eric White
Fred Thiessen

Terry Rollerson
Ross Beaty
Bill Prescott

INTO THE CAYOOSH -- SORT OF
Members:
Teresa Colby
Erich Hinze
Fern Korneilson
Sara Golling
and -Wynne Gorman

Mike Miles
Roland Burton
Christy Shaw
and -Neil Humphries

It was Remembrance Day weekend.
We took the
PGE to Devine, where we introduced ourselves to
Bill, the sole male resident who very kindly load
ed us and our packs into the back of his truck
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and drove us about 5 miles up the logging road
to the 2000 foot level.
From here we slogged
on up the road through heavy wet snow to the 4500
foot level where we made camp with a view of some
impressive yet unnamable mountains across the
valley.
Friday morning we continued for an hour
(make that 2 for MJM who used snowshoes) up the
trail to the site of an abandoned mining camp at
the 5200 foot level.
Upon deciding which was
the best of the four available cabins, we shovel
led out the floor, made a fire in the oil drum
heater, spread out our bags on a pile of straw,
and lo and behold—an almost livable palace.
None of the other cabins had leak-proof roofs
due to avalanche attacks, etc.
The camp is lo
cated on the floor of an avalanche prone valley
and we decided it wouldn't be a good location for
a Christmas trip.
Just as we finished fixing the
cabin, Neil and Wynne arrived.
Trust Neil to
time it right.
Saturday we hiked up to a 7100
foot ridge, the highest in the immediate area,
and slid down to camp on our backs, grooving out
fantastic runs.
This did great things to Sara
0. s bronchitis.
The rest of the trip was com
posed of staging major attacks at night, with
flashlights and tentpoles, on the cabin's resi
dent rats, building a giant 8 foot high snow
dutchess to ward off bad weather gods, and
throwing snowballs and people off dilapitated
roofs.
r

CHIEF DAY
Grant McCormack

November 1971

We were all sitting around a warm fire in the
well sheltered (and famed) Kakademon Kloset singing
songs, listening to guitar and kazoo, and being en106

tertained by shadow images on the wall above us.
What better way to end Chief day 1971.
It all
began at about 9:30 that morning on top of Sugarloaf (Murrin Park).
It was cold, cloudy, and
windy and the prospect of climbing seemed rather
dismal.
Undaunted, however, we organized (?)
ourselves into groups for the climb on the Apron.
By the time climbing started, the wind had died
and It was a little warmer making the exposed con
ditions on the Apron more bearable.
Strategically
placed patches of ice added variety to the climb.
The Apron offers routes which can use all the
varying equipment available thus making it pos
sible for beginners to familiarize themselves with
this equipment and Its uses very quickly.
The
routes, which began separately, were excellent
but unfortunately they merged further up the Apron
and the resulting confusion (of crossed ropes and
large groups on one bolt) that ensued could only
be resolved by each group proceeding singly up
the Apron for the remaining climb.
At about 4:00
we had all made it up safely and were rewarded
with a fantastic view of the sound.
Diamond
Head and other mountains and of course beautiful
downtown Squamish.
A few of the hardier also
climbed the broomstick crack.
The climb down was much easier since it was
off to the side of the Apron and involved, for
the most part, only the controlled run down a
steep path through trees.
(We were all in a
hurry because our food waf at the bottom and
most of us hadn't eaten since that morning).
After having eaten, V.O.C.ers began descending
upon Kakademon Kloset to begin what turned out
to be a great evening.
Some highlights of the
day were; John Halliday losing a hold* and a pin
in one fell swoop while being rained upon by moss,
Eric White defying the Laws of Friction, Julian
Harrison leading a group of people to a rock
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overhang he thought was the Kloset where they
painstakingly kept a fire going until someone
arrived who informed them of their error (Julian
secretly wants a goon award for i t ) , exploring
the Kakademon Kloset's caves, shadows, Roland
Burton's dried fruit, the production of "I'm a
little teapot" by Jane Kelly, and watching Ross
Beaty and Frank Baumann aid climbing.
(Much
thanks goes out to Fred and Neil and Ross and
Phil and whoever else led groups up the Chief.)

WHJ STLER-RUSSET LAKE TRAVERSE
November 27-28

Wynne Gorman

Because of uncertain weather and snow con
ditions we had three potential destinations for
the weekend.
However, just as we were leaving
the lower Whistler parking lot for Tenquille Lake,
a small blue patch in the sky was noticed, so we
lined up with the hordes of yo-yo's for the Gon
dola.
Near the top of the gondola we broke
through the clouds into brilliant sunshine which
lasted until we were on the north ridge of Whist
ler.
Here I broke out the map and compass and
handed them over to Roland who navigated the
rest of the way to Singing Pass and eventually
to Russet Lake.
We were treated to brief views
of the Spearhead Range and Cheakamus valley but
most of the time were clouded out - totally
whited out on Flute.
The sun set as we skinned
the last long climb out of Singing Pass and we
managed to end up on the 500 bump to the North
west of Russet Lake.
Shouldering our skis and
muttering obsenities, we waded through hip deep
"powder" down to the cabin; guided by the can
dles Roland had lighted in the windows.
1
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After a three hour dinner to make up for a
lack of lunch it was, early to bed, early to rise
and up and away by 9*30 (we're basically keen).
We reflagged the route out of Singing Pass and
the Valley echoed with cries of, "checking,
checking..On, on, on, on,
" (Our thanks
to Terry for tearing of all the old ribbons It made the trip out a lot more challenging).
We even skied the last bit of logging slash and
were down at the logging road by 2:30.
Then we
skinned along the crusted powder of the road to
join up with the Olympic Run which unfortunately
was very well packed and lacking snow.
However,
let it be noted: Neil skied right to the highway
on his broken ski tip yet.
Conclusion: A successful and keener than
usual first ski-touring trip of the 1971-1972
season.
Party:
Wynne Gorman
Eric White
Neil Humphreys

Roland Burton
Theresa Colby
Andy Eliot

MCGILLIVARY PASS CHRISTMAS TRIP
Christmas

1971

Part A
On Christmas Day, Rogers Pass was closed and
Peter was in Calgary, trying to get to Revelstoke
to meet his V.W., Erich and Fred.
The Fraser'
-Valley near Hope and in the Canyon was either
closed or had one lane open all day, with Bob,
Sara, Jane and Chris hoping to get to Lilloet the
next day from Vancouver.
Marilynne was at a
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ranch in Upper Hat Creek Valley while Eric, Ellen
and John were in Vancouver, where it was cold and
snowing, hoping the PGE would be running the next
day.
The next morning four people and three huge
packs arrived at the train station inside the
DDDDDatson (the trunk lock was frozen) to find
Peter waiting with boxes of food.
He had flown
to Vancouver from Calgary the night before.
The
roads in the canyon were still closed, so Bob's
carload had to wait in Vancouver until the next
day on which they got a late start with Chris and
Jane up and waiting since 5:00 am, while Bob melted
the ice out of his radiator and added the forgot
ten anti-freeze.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch,
Marilynn was thawing out Fred and Erich who had
driven for six hours in the unheated V.W, (temp,
approx. 10*). Later that day they arrived in
Lilloet to wait for the train in 15 below temp
eratures,
Peter went with them on the first
shuttle to Bralorne while John, Ellen and Erich
spent five enjoyable hours in the lobby of the
Reynold's Hotel (it was Sunday) doing such things
as watching Oral "there will be. a miracle" Roberts
and reading Readers Digest jokes, until Peter
arrived at 9:00 pm to take them to Bralorne.
(The Reynolds Hotel people let us bring in our
skis, packs, food and sit in their warm lobby
for five hours, a good place to wait in Lill
oet, if it's Sunday, and close to the station.)
That night, the seven of us stayed in the
heated guest cabins at Paul Kleinshiot's.
Paul
and his wife are almost the last remaining- people
in the Bralorne area.
They live in a log house
beside Cadwallader Creek on the road between Pion
eer and Bralorne, two mining ghost towns.
Paul
had helped to build and keep up the cabin to which
we were headed and it was mainly because of his
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donation of the cabin to V.O.C. that we were going.
The next morning, the 27th, we said goodbye to
Paul at 10:00 and started up the trail, each of us
•with our additional ten pounds of food.
The con
ditions were not ideal.
It was cold, about 11
below, clouded but not snowing.
There was no
base to the snow, the leader was sinking almost
12 inches into the light snow, and being second
was just as hard as being first.
The last person
had 12 inch deep tracks to follow.
We were moving
at less than 1 mile an hour until we crossed the
bridge at Pioneer extension and found a miracle.
For the next three miles to Hawthorne Creek, moose
or deer had used the trail to come down from the
mountain and skiing in their tracks was easier.
We reached Hawthorne Creek at 3:30 and we decided
to stay in the rustic cabin there for the night.
The iron men, Fred, Erich, and Eric, left without
packs to break trail to Piebiter Creek while the
rest improved the shack using skis for floor
boards, throwing out a rotted couch, and collect
ing wood for the stove.
The next day was warmer
and with a broken trail it was an easy two hours
to P ebiter.
(From Pioneer to Piebiter Creek
the trail is almost level, gaining about 200 ft.)
but from Piebiter to the McGillivary Pass floor,
the trail gains 2,000 feet in 2 miles.
The trail
from Piebiter Creek to the cabin is easily followed.
There is one fork but both join later, the right
fork being the shortest going up, but the left the
best for skiing down).
As the trail levelled in
the pass, the telephone poles lead us to a small
cabin in sight of the large cabin.
By 3:00
we were there, tired but happy.
About two hours
later Jane and Chris arrived followed by Sara and
Bob.
They had made it in seven hours from Paul's
following our trail.
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Part B

Jane, Bob, Sara and Chris arrived at Paul's
house late on the 27th greeted by German hospi
tality and a warm cabin.
The next morning we
followed the trail broken thanks to the hard
work of our foreskiers.
We arrived at the
cabin in seven hours and had a joyous reunion
after all the trials getting there.
The first day December 29th was recouperation except for Marilynn and Chris who headed
southwest rising to the top of Telephone Ridge
two miles from the cabin and following in the
sunshine the telephone wires.
After skiing
down we heard Erich and Fred yelping for joy as
they had skied a long, at least 45° run of pow
der from Telephone Ridge almost directly above
the cabin.
Our thirty year old log cabin contains a
kitchen with a sink, shelves and a stove with
an oven which our master-baker Peter found
adequate for baking break as long as tiny
kindling is used.
We found that the cabin
rises to 120'* to get the oven to 350 degrees.
Of course this gave us a great excuse to
watch the moon and stars outside.
The cabin also has a dining room if you
can call Fred and Erich's eating habits dining.
Beside this is a long L shaped couch where we
spent hours and hours singing, thanks to
Ellen and Marilynn carrying their guitars up.
Beside this are eight bunks but beware of brown
rice.
The next day, the 30th we all headed up the
slopes of Royal in great spirits.
The weather
was poor so half way up we skied or traverse-
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kick turn, traverse... to the bottom and then
somehow ended up doing flips off the cabin roof.
Later we all climbed 1,000 feet up Telephone
Ridge and had another run.
The boys taught
Ellen and Jane the Rhythm method (of skiing)
and they've been changed girls ever since.
The last day of the year was momentous as
five guys and two hardy girls climbed Mount McGillivary.
We rose up the Northwest side of
the mountain, then traversed above treeline
across the valley under the face, left our skis
at the lowest rocks and then climbed up to the
southwest ridge and followed it to the top.
Al
though some of the traversing on skis and climb
ing up is very steep and a few gullies have ava
lanche danger, the climb itself is not difficult;
but as one of the girls put it so well, "this is
a mind"
It took four and a half hours
from cabin to peak, but we were lucky as the snow
was quite wind-packed with high coulds and no wind
till the summit.
Coming down, Erich triggered
a small slab avalanche about four feet deep but
he managed to extricate himself at the top.
We
missed a potentially fabulous ski down to the val
ley as the snow was wind-packed and the light was
flat.
Therefore we traversed all the way to the
last gulley which was beautiful.
New Year's
Eve was Indescribably fun (they pleaded with me
not to describe it).
January 1st, Bob, Sara, and Eric left and
Peter and Chris traversed to the far end of* Tele
phone Ridge and skied a great run straight down
through wide open powder and then a gulley.
This area can be highly recommended.
January 2nd, John, Peter, Chris and Marilynn
said our sad goodbyes to the hookey players and
raced down to the cars in four hours.
Peter
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used some cross country wax which under certain
conditions would be better for leaving McGillivray
than skins.
After dropping Chris at Shalalth
(good if you are late for the PGE), the others
headed for the ranch, and then back to Vancouver.
This trip was one of the happiest, closest,
singinge st, laughinge s t, gro s singe st, e atinge st
(not good mind you but lots for the last four)
of our lives.
Part C

Extension of McGillivray Pass Trip

People:
Ellen Woodd
Jane Kelly

Fred Thiessen
Eric Hienze

On the assumption that we could afford to
miss a week of classes, four of us stayed late
after the regular trip was over.
It was mostly
a week of relaxation, however we did manage to
climb Royal and Telephone (Standard) Ridge amidst
all the cooking, eating, and baking that we did.
The skiing was excellent the whole time as was
the weather, until it was time to leave.
We
left on the 6 t h and got as far as the Skunk Hollow
cabin (old B.C. Tel. cabin) which was quite rus
tic, which is to say that the roof had fallen in,
there was lots of garbage, and it smelled a bit.
However, it was a comfortable night and the next
day we got as far as the Golden Contact Mine.
The cabin wasn't even rustic there, which was ap
preciated since we were all quite wet and very
tired.
The next day after a late start we skied
down to the McGillivray Falls Station and then
received a message that we were to phone from the
Ponderosa Guest Ranch.
After enjoying the hos
pitality of the Hyslops we then caught the train.
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If people are to continue going through the
Pass, which is likely, it is probably best that
they go directly to the Ponderosa Guest Ranch
instead of McGillivray Falls.
This way one can
phone, if necessary, and the Hyslops have got a
nice warm house which is better than waiting at
McGillivray Falls which is closed in winter.
To
get to the Hyslops place one can follow the PGE
tracks south for one mile and then go up to their
house on the benchland or follow the powerline
road south and go down to their place at the first
road turning left.
McGillivray Pass People:
Ellen Woodd
Jane Kelly
John Halliday
Chris Temple
Bob Brusse
Sara Oliver

Peter Jordan
Erich Hienze
Eric White
Fred Thiessen
Marilynn Rode

ROSSLAND 1971-1972
Murray Fierheller
(Verses from the 1971 jelly-bean song of the
year; composed by Douglas Monk with a little help
from his friends.)
Christmas night: Rogers' Pass cloud, can
yon closed, no hope with clearing snowslides.
9:00 pm: ring-ring, "I am not going, my car
can't make it over those roads." Ring-ring:
"Hey Don are you still going to drive?"
"Why
not, I'm a crazy driver anyway."
Boxind Day
6:00 am, the Hope-Princeton in good winter con
dition:
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So, we loaded up our skis and poles,
We stuffed them in the trunk,
We stuffed our boots and packs in too
Until they must have shrunk.
Then we squished the groceries in.
Green peppers, cakes and break,
We tied the lid with shoelaces
And started out for Red....
We all made it, even Don.
Gouin ran
out of gas and sent Charlene out to syphon some
from a nearby farm tractor.
We arrived at
various times ranging from 4:00 pm to 10:00 pm.
About midnight we settled down, with a brief in
formal introduction to our bed partners.
"I'm
afraid I don't know your name."
(chanted)
Oh help us Leader Murray please,
It kind of makes us sweat,
To have to share our single beds
With someone we've just met.
The next morning due to the excellent mealplanning of Jessica and Teresa, we made it to the
mountain by 9:00 am.
That day we skied Granite, yet we even
tried the face,
And then we hit the bunny hill and there
we found our place
(chanted)
We donned our boots and flexed our knees,
We went downhill and broke our skis
We broke our skis and lost our poles,
And when we fell we made big holes.
Actually we had very few mishaps„
Teresa
delaminated her new skis, Eleanor delaminated
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her old ones, and Marne broke her woodies but
now has a new pair of Bustards with a one year
guarantee.
Teresa met a mogual, they made three
skis out of two,
It's a universal tale my friends, cried
Bob and M a m i e too
Now Teresa haunts the rental shops, still
needful of repair
And writes the manufacturer in words full
of despair
The skiing couldn't have been better; all
trips boast this whether it is true or not.
Who
can boast of no line ups (at least short), lots of
powder (at least an inch new every day) beautiful
weather.
Actually all were true.
The powder is
where you find it, off the beaten trails, down
steep , and I mean steep, faces.
That is probably
one thing we can boast of, after skiing at Rossland,
Whistler is Mickey Mouse.
You may wonder what there is to do for excite
ment besides skiing.
Now Charlene, Sue, and Anne my dears, come
sit upon our bed,
And help us read this book by M, he'll put
ideas in your head,
We' 1 turn on Magic Fingers and get hot around
the ears,
Just drink your G-luhwein quickly now, there's
nothing you need fear
Actually there is a lot to do in Trail, if
you know where to find it, we never found It.
Wednesday night we went bowling.
We were the
sole occupants.
It was probably the most excit
ing (second to the most) evening on the trip.
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Actually most of the night action was in the pubs,
the places that conflicted with our religion.
Surprisingly we got along well as a group.
What type of person does it take to share a Magic
Fingers bed with 17 others, or form a group to
give Mr. Mick a bad. time, or toughest of all to
Let me look after their money.
I think that this
was the best part of the trip, getting to know
someone more than by first name.
As a rule, V.O.C. trips never starve, and this
one was no exception.
We did not have the roasts
of the pheasant, only Gouin's Goulash, and Dave's
Spaghetti, but we did not starve.
Now last night we were up quite late, we're
skiing kind of slow,
It could have been the food we ate, but
somehow I don't know,
Now was it Gouin's Goulash, or Murray's
spicy beans?
For all the girls/guys were sick this
morn, and looking kind of green.
A a rule the other food group always eats bet
ter than yours.
(Even costs them less).
To end the tale, it would be fitting to ex
plain the now traditional Kootenay New Year's Eve
invasion.
The Kootenay is a hotel, that special
izes in Italian food (Canadian wine) consisting
of a large selection of chicken, spaghetti and
meat halls.
You are able to reserve a large room,
make as much noise as you want, and eat as much as
you can.
What could be more appropriate?
And
what is now becoming a rule this involves much fun.
If you are on the next trip to Rossland, go down
to the Kootenay, ask for Virginia, tell her you
want a large room and say Dave sent you.
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The New Year's party looked like it was going
to be rather restricted not being much room in the
motel, if it wasn't for Browny.
Anyone heard
of Browny Poole?
V.O.C. '65 is now manager of
Red Mountain Ski Resort has reduced the rate for
students to three dollars a day; a man after my
own heart.
Browny is one of the true good guys,
a typical V.O.C.er.
With this character sketch
in mind, he phoned us up New Year's Eve night, and
told us to come up to the lodge for their big bash.
I told him we could not afford $6.50.
Well, what
can you pay? $2.00.'.
Well come on up, I can
arrange it - and he did.
It took a little convin
cing the Italian organizer (Trail's full of them)
but Browny convinced him we were his friends and
the organizer went away red under the collar.
We
ate more food, danced to a live band (good thing that
they weren't too alive or they might have avenged
our kicking their amps).
Thanks to Browny this
was the best evening.
As a token we agreed to
send him the new official V.O.C. record, which re
minds me I haven't sent it to him yet.
9

People:
Murray F.
Sue S.
Dave B.
Marnie D.
Doug M.
Don M.
Jessica P.
Alan M.
Charlene M.

Bob A.
Anne R.
Gary T.
Eleanor G.
Gouin B.
Teresa C, •
Brian J.
Rod M.

All those who made a trip an adventure.
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TENQIJILLE LAKE
Julian Harrison

Christinas

1971

Party:
Christy Shaw
Moira Lemon
Sheila Maclean
Ehleen Bohn
Bill Prescott
Roland. Burton
Barry Narod
Sam G-eller
Moses Geller

Blair Mitten
Phil Kubik
Mike Miles
Rolf Kullak
Peter Whitmore
Dave McPherson
Marvin Currie
Julian Harrison

Tenquille Lake lies in a very beautiful area
that finds itself about fifteen miles north-west
of Pemberton and four thousand feet above Pemberton Meadows.
Somehow its charm is not quite evi
dent at 7:00 am on Boxing Day when one has had less
than three hours sleep, after a wild and debauched
Christmas.
Roland produced his thermometer with
the classic remark, "It's no fun freezing if you
don't know how cold you are."
It was 20 below,
which seemed "rather chilly" to those of us who
lacked Duvets.
Jill Whitmore's nose went an
interesting white colour and after she had thawed
it out she decided to return to "Vancouver.
As we climbed out of the valley, however,
both the temperature and our spirits rose.
There
was not a cloud in the sky, and when the sun
reached us we felt quite warm.
The trip in was
very pleasant, except for the usual things that
happen to ski-touring equipment.
Those who had
been In before persisted until about four o'clock
in saying amusing things such as, "we're not half
way yet."
Night-fall found us 700 feet below
the pass, but as the moon was nearly full, this
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presented no problem.
Crossing the pass in the
cold, still air, with all the mountains around
clearly visible in the moonlight, more than made
up for the 4-000 feet of trail-breaking beneath us.
When we reached the cabin it was obvious
that we could not recover the air-drop that night,
nor could we start a fire with the wet wood.
An
attempt was made at soup, but my portion, at least
consisted of a mass of wet noodles heavily flavour
ed with mint tea.
Next morning we recovered the food and had
a feast.
The cabin was cleaned and Christmas
decorations put up.
Sam (bless his little china
saw) produced large amounts of firewood.
In the
afternoon, Roland, Rolf, and Julian skied part
way down the trail to recover a cache of gas and
food, and to meet Moira, Christy, Sheila, and Mike.
The following morning some of us went half
way up Goat Mountain, while the rest skied on the
slopes south of the lake.
This run became quite
popular during the trip as it was an easy walk up
and the powder was fantastic.
That night Christy
made a delicious Chinese dinner which was devoured
with hand-carved chopsticks.
Barry, Bill, Moses, Sam, Marvin, and Ehleen
left us the next day, which was too bad, as the
rest of us went up Goat Ridge in spring-like
weather.
The view of the Birkenhead River val
ley and of the mountains to the north was over
whelming.
No really significant skiing was done in
the days following as the slackness set in.
The things one seems to remember most are icefishing, cream pies one night, cheese cakes the
next, sing-songs, drinking mint tea around the
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stove, the mung "beans - ah yes, the mung beans.
What devotion the girls' showed, hatching their
mung beans day and night.'
What frustration was
written on Mide's face - the proud father forbid
den to view his little darlings!
What a stench
after they had rotted for two days inside their
water-bottles.
On New Year's Eve, and the following night,
we indulged in fatuous party games.
Several
people nearly damaged themselves laughing when
Dave failed to grasp the fork game - even when
no forks were used.
Another high point occurred
when Mike, the guy who knows all these games, took
a similar length of time to catch on to "Polly
Wolly" - a much simpler game.
There really is
no doubt that four years of higher education
sharpens the mind.
New Year's Day dawned dull and windy. Some
how we managed to stagger outside by about 1:00
and somebody suggested going to the end of the
lake.
It seemed as though skiing around, getting
cold, was better than sitting around, getting cold,
so several of us joined him.
We ended up skiing
to the second col east of Copperdome on the ridge
to our south.
There was a broken overcast above,
and the wind was strong and gusty.
The snow
shipping off the ridges and howling overhead
combined with the small fast-moving patches of
sunlight to create an eerie yet beautiful effect.
This was, perhaps, our best day, because it was
so unexpected.
We skied out the following morning under a
beautiful sky, and awful snow conditions.
Rising
temperatures and sunshine had turned the lower
half of the trail to pea soup.
Everybody took
twice as long as they thought they would.
Mike
stayed behind to shepherd Dave down (the trip
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was Dave's first on skis) and thus got benighted.
Christy and Sheila stayed behind to shepherd
Mike down, and thus also got benighted.
By the
next afternoon, however, all had returned to Van
couver (and classes) to agree that our's was def
initely the best Christmas trip.
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ROCKY MOUNTAINS # 2
or ILLSCILLEWAET NEVE:
Five Days in May
Party:
Mike Miles
Lil Deas
Barry Narod
May 22:
In ideal conditions, Rogers Pass in
Glacier National Park is an easy day's drive
from Vancouver, with a stop for lunch and gas
in Kamloops, and supper at the Northlander Inn
in the Pass.
Evening found us camped at Illecillewaet campsite among about forty Calgary Youth
Hostelers (each year the CYH hold a spring skiing
camp, much like our Sphinx camp), in Rogers Pass,
based on the Illecillewaet and Asulkan Glaciers.
They demonstrated formidable strength, even the
weakest girl gaining in a day twice as much ele
vation (without pack) as we were.
Examination
of the tracks they left in the powder snow im
pressed us as to their ability as skiers as well).
May 23:
Weather is good, we get a late start;
finish snowsealing our boots, deciding how much
of what type of food to take with us, packing and
breaking camp.
We finally get on the trail at
10:00 am.
Not being particularly choosy about
where we go, or energetic in route finding through
unfamiliar territory, we follow the CYH ers tracks.
Two hours later we start passing the others on the
way down and we learn that we are heading up the
Asulkan Glacier instead of the Illecillewaet; it
matters little to us; on the map there appears
to be a route from the top of the Asulkan onto
the Neve, via an obvious ridge.
Soon the trees
thin out and we arrive at the toe of the glacier.
4:00 we are too tired to continue so we dig a
1
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platform for the tent (6500') on the side of a
small bluffj avoiding by a few feet the runout for
an avalanche gully.
That night the gully avalanched but did not get as far as our tent.
May 2k: Today we do get an early start - fear of
avalanches has prompted us to try for as many
early hours as possible.
For each of us it is the
first time that we are scared enough to deploy our
avalanche cords.
It is necessary at one point to
remove our skis and use our ice axes to negotiate
steep snow.
Finally we reach the head of the
glacier, and a low point on the connecting ridge to
the Neve.
Our first sighting of the Dawson range,
to the south, is breathtaking.
These mountains
are HUGE: even our neighbouring peak, Mt. Sir
Donald, looks small beside them.
They dominate
the view at all times.
We stop for lunch and
photographs.
Suddenly we hear the familiar but
unnatural cry of wild geese, and we sight a wedge
of birds a thousand feet below us, passing over
the glacier north towards the shoulder of Sir Don
ald.
They disappear and we are again alone. One
final push, with skis on our backs, and we reach
the high point of the ridge.
It's 5:30, so we
make camp on the summit (9500-9800'?)
This ridge
is classic- corniced on the south side, now avalanching on the north where we came up. The
total flat area on top is only about twenty feet
wide.
We build snow windbreakers for the tent
and take some photographs with last light.
May 25: A storm has come up, and the altimeter
reads 10,000.
We decide to sit it out for a day
since our timetable is not demanding, our food
supply is good, and we are still dry.
We leave
the tent only as necessary.
We occupy our minds
with conjectures on what the route along the
ridge is probably like.
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May 26: The storm has abated a bit.
Although
our altitude is still high, it is no longer
snowing and the light wind is tolerable.
Breaking
camp is easy.
We rope up to traverse the ridge
and ferry our equipment in two trips through the
dangerous parts.
We have to tunnel down through
the snow to get off a cornice, onto a textbook
hairline continuation of the ridge.
We finally
stop for lunch on a high point of the Neve.
Everything else looks skiable, so out with the
skis and down onto the Neve.
We have enough
food for at least one more day, but a unanimous
vote on the prospects for good weather sends
us skiing down the Illecillewaet Glacier.
Wet
snow and heavy packs make parallel skiing dif
ficult so snowplows become the order of the day.
We remove our skis to negotiate an unfamiliar icefall, and finish the run with a wild chase through
the forest and the remaining snow, jumping roots,
rocks, and dry patches as necessary, ending fin
ally at our car. Dinner at the Northlander, we
drive to Penticton to drop in on Chris McNeil,
and two days later home.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE-BOAT TRAIL
Mike Flood
Tnt.ynH-nn-h-inn

The Life-Boat Trail (once called the Mariners'
Trail) is a trail that is recently being improved
upon.
It follows the western coastline of Vancouver
Island from Port Renfrew to Bamfield.
It is pas
sable only at the drier times of the year and is
notable for its bogs, salal jungle, bridgeless
treacherous rivers and its rising tides.
Of the
rivers there are only two dangerous ones: the
Nitinat and the Gordon.
The trail is a challenge
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for even the most experienced hikers and should
not be crossed unless the people are ready and
suited for wet climbs and slippery walking.
The time set out for its coverage is ten days to
two weeks.
Although it took this party barely
a week, one should prepare for a longer engage
ment in case of storm or injury.
Party:

August 22-29

Mike Flood
Bill Koonar
Rod McLeish

August 22:
Caught 8 o'clock ferry from Tsawwassen
to Victoria.
When we reached Victoria we found
to our displeasure that we had missed the last
bus to Port Renfrew.
Taking a taxi costing four
dollars per person we got to Sooke,
From Sooke
it took us four rides hitchhiking to reach Port
Renfrew.
At 2:30 pm, we phoned Mr. Frank Elliote
who took us across the Gordon River for three
dollars (not bad for ten minutes work).
We decided, since we have four hours of day
light, to begin hiking.
The first part was quite
tedious - mud up to one's knees, some slippery onelog bridges.
We're as uncoordinated as heck.
Here the trail is marked by old telegraph lines,
huckleberry bushes and a donkey engine or what
Bill calls "just an overgrown winch".
There's
scrap metal all around, really a junkman's field
day.
That night we camped at Thrasher Cove where
we met two other hikers.
While we set up camp,
the rainclouds moved in on us.
August 23:
It is cloudy with sunny periods today.
It takes us seven hours to cover the four miles
to Camper's Cove.
Now I know why they recommend
cork boots.
Here the trail is difficult.
We
meet three hikers going to Port Renfrew who prom
ise more of the same until we reach Walbran Creek
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ten miles away.
My pack breaks and things get
rougher.
At one part you walk on a chain of logs
half a mile long and forty feet above the ground
which is full of prlckley bushes and boulders.
You can really get psyched out.
At around h o'
clock we reach Camper's Cove with no hard feelings.
Even though the trail is hairy in a few spots we
all agree that it is a beautiful and peaceful
country.
Rod's playing his harmonica and Bill's
saying he'll give the true story of the west coast
if he doesn't have to do a work-hike to join V.O.C.
We're only two days into the trip and we're think
ing of that banana split we'll get when we're at
Bamfield.
August 2ht It is sunny and warm today.
The trail
is still grungy but not so bad as yesterday.
We
must be getting used to it, feeling good.
We're
going through typical jungle growth - wirey stalks
and broad-leafed plants, into marshland up to our
knees, and climbing lots of ladders, (some two hun
dred feet long).
With a bit of sense we set camp
on the south side of W^lbram Creek; for, by morning
with all likelihood it will be low tide and we'll
be able to cross without getting wet.
That night
we are drying our socks by the fire, realizing that
perhaps now the worst is over.
It is a fine night
and tomorrow we hope to make Clo-oose.
This
stretch follows the beach - must be wary of tides.
August 25It is sunny with a cool sea-breeze to
day.
It is good walking along the beach.
We
cover eleven miles in five hours.
We are struck
by the strength of the ocean.
It is amazing how
the waves break on the rocky shelves.
We ford
two streams in the morning.
Our dry socks didn't
last long.
First thing, we wade Walbram Creek.
No matter how hard you try to keep dry it's no use
and you end up in three feet of water.
Two
miles before Clo-oose we go back into the forest
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